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Abstract
For as long as graphical user interfaces (GUIs) have existed, it has been difficult
to test them. This difficulty has become more pressing with the advent of Agile
development methodologies, which stress that software should be fully tested to
demonstrate that it works from developers’ and users’ points of view. In this thesis, I
explored the fundamental question of whether automated GUI testing and Agile
development environments are, or can be made, compatible. I conducted systematic
mapping studies to determine how GUI testing and agile are currently compatible in
existing literature, and performed an interview study with practitioners in order to
determine how well these results matched up with what is done in industry. Based on the
results of these studies, I confirmed that test-driven development (TDD) was a major area
where automated GUI tests could fit into an agile process. I proposed a novel approach to
TDD of GUIs that leverages Agile User Interaction Design techniques: by using an
interactive low-fidelity prototype – already part of many Agile development processes –
as the basis for automated GUI tests, TDD can be performed on a GUI with minimal
added effort.

A controlled experiment was used to validate this approach with

practitioners, and the results indicated that this approach would be useful in practice.
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Chapter One: Introduction
The purpose of software development is to solve a problem or take advantage of an
opportunity. The solution that software provides is an attempt to meet the needs of its users. It is
generally impossible to use formal methods to prove that a system meets its users’ needs or is
free of errors1,2, so the extent to which software works is generally gauged using software tests.
Software tests encapsulate user expectations about a system, and can be automated so that they
are executed against a system frequently during its development. This allows the system’s
developers to understand what parts of the system are or are not meeting expectations.
Agile software engineering is a collection of software development methodologies that
emphasize this user-centric, test-informed approach to software development. For more than 13
years, Agile has been gaining strong support – to the point that Agile development
methodologies can now be considered a mainstream [1]. Agile techniques place specific
emphasis on frequent delivery of working software to customers in order to embrace and respond
to changes. Within teams using Agile development methodologies, the main measure of progress
is working software.
Automated software tests are generally used, especially by teams using Agile
development methodologies, as a proxy for customer expectations and can indicate when
functionality is incorrect. However, this approach is much more difficult to perform on systems
with graphical user interfaces (GUIs). GUIs are part of most modern systems for the simple
reason that they make it easier to interact with a system, but testing a system through its GUI is
much more difficult than writing more traditional tests that interact with a system’s code directly.

1

Donald Kunth’s famous quote on the matter is: “Beware of bugs in the above code; I have only proved it correct,
not tried it.” [77]
2
Edsgar W. Dijkstra’s equally-famous quote is: “Program testing can be used to show the presence of bugs, but
never to show their absence!” [10]
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This is because tests that interact with GUIs function in a fundamentally different way from
traditional tests. Whereas other types of tests interact directly with the code of an application,
GUI tests work by interacting with the system in a way similar to how users would interact with
the system. Rather than calling a method directly, as in a unit test, a GUI test would instead have
to locate a specific part of the application on-screen, interact with it by triggering actions that a
user could perform – like mouse clicks and keyboard input – and then evaluate correctness based
on what the GUI displays onscreen as a result of these interactions. However, because GUI tests
interact with software in a similar way to the system’s intended users, they can be very useful for
evaluating whether a system is correct from the point of view of its users. If an application is not
tested in the same way in which it will be used, errors that users are able to trigger – or
functionality that users should be able to trigger, but can’t – may go unnoticed. Additionally,
because GUI tests are cross-process, it can be difficult to determine whether a test failure
indicates an actual violation of a users’ expectations of system behaviour. Many researchers are
working to solve these problems directly (see Chapters 3 and 4), so in this thesis I will instead
focus on GUI testing at the process level – on identifying and evaluating ways in which
automated GUI testing can be merged with an Agile development process.
These difficulties are especially pronounced in teams using certain Agile development
methodologies due to the frequency of change and centrality of testing they encourage. Testdriven development (TDD) specifically is a core Agile development methodology in which tests
are written before the code they verify, enough code is written to cause the tests to pass, and then
the code is refactored into a better solution while still causing the tests to pass. However, TDD is
exceedingly difficult to perform at the GUI level due to many factors, including the likelihood of
the GUI to change and the likelihood that these changes can cause test failures. Refactoring
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itself, the process of improving the implementation of a system or its components without
changing how it works functionally, may become problematic, as many GUI tests are tightly
bound to elements of a GUI like the DOM tree’s structure or the placement or appearance of
individual widgets. Even when striving for simple design, the simplest way of implementing a
GUI may not be compatible with the most testable way to structure a GUI – for instance, it
would make it easier to test a GUI if unique identifiers were added for each widget, but keeping
these identifiers up to date and unique can make developing the GUI take more effort.
Specifically, this thesis has one main goal: to determine if any methodologies used for
testing in Agile development environments and any approaches to automated GUI testing are
compatible. Where these two fields seem to be incompatible, the subgoal is to point out the
differences between the two areas and identify a future work for bridging the fields; where
techniques in both areas are complimentary, the goal is to propose a novel technique for a unified
Agile GUI testing process leveraging the strengths of both fields.
GUI testing and Agile development methodologies are already the subject of large bodies
of existing academic literature, but they are also practices that are used in industry. Because of
this, it’s necessary to approach this field from a variety of different perspectives. In order to
properly evaluate the industry perspective, I use semi-structured interviews and experiments with
practitioners. Semi-structured interviews allowed me to assess how practitioners currently work
with GUI tests and whether these integrate with any Agile development methodologies they may
use while experiments allow me to observe practitioners using techniques I propose. On the other
hand, it is necessary to use some form of literature study in order to properly evaluate the
academic perspective on GUI testing and Agile development methodologies. I chose to use
systematic literature reviews as a way of investigating the academic perspective because this

3

allowed me to survey at a high level the approaches that have already been tried in academic
circles. By looking at the crossover between these two groups of studies, I was able to focus in
on techniques with a higher relevance in industry and which had not already been proposed in
existing academic literature, yet which could benefit from the results of previously published
work.
The first question that needs to be answered to meet this goal is to understand what
techniques and processes are associated with testing in Agile development environments – what
approaches are used, what issues are encountered and benefits are proposed, etc. – including, of
course, an understanding of whether GUI testing is already an essential part of testing in teams
using Agile development methodologies. The corollary to this question is to understand what
GUI testing currently is, in the same terms – including, of course, an understanding of whether
GUI testing already incorporates Agile development methodologies. Based on the answers to
these questions, I identify areas in which Agile development methodologies and GUI testing
could complement each other, and evaluate the integration of the two, User Interface Test-Driven
Development (UITDD), in a pilot experiment using practitioners to evaluate its usefulness.
In order to contextualize the topics investigated in this dissertation from the point of view
of people actually performing GUI testing as part of their work activities, I performed an
interview study (Chapter Four). Semi-structured interviews were used to determine what goals,
issues, and best practices people had when performing automated GUI testing. In this study, the
participants also did not use a TDD for development of their applications’ GUIs, and also
encountered significant issues with test maintenance – possibly caused by the architecture of
their test suites (these issues are also explored in Chapter Three). Overall, the participants
focused on using GUI tests for acceptance and regression testing rather than any of the advanced
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techniques found through the systematic mapping of GUI testing publications (presented in
Chapter Five). As with agile testing, adopting GUI testing techniques was a significant issue.
I then approached this topic from an academic perspective by conducting a series of
systematic mapping studies. The first two of these studies – one using an automated search for
papers, one using a thorough search of conferences specific to Agile development methodologies
– were done in order to gain an understanding of what testing approaches are used in
environments where Agile development methodologies are used. The (brief) result of these
mappings was that Agile testing sometimes makes use of GUI tests, but it is far from the focus of
the field. Frequently, when GUI testing is done in Agile development environments, it is
generally done using capture/replay tools (CRTs) – tools that record a tester’s interactions with
the system and can replay these interactions as an automated test. Agile testing also places heavy
emphasis on test-driven development, but that adopting agile testing techniques was a notable
issue. The results of these mappings are presented in Chapter 5.1.
I followed this up with a third systematic mapping (Chapter 5.2) to gain an understanding
of what GUI testing is. The (brief) result of the mapping is that Agile development
methodologies are not part of GUI testing – only a single paper (out of 166) mentioned any Agile
development methodologies. However, as with Agile testing, capture/replay tools were a
significant topic.
Based on these results, test-driven development of GUIs was investigated further. In two
pilot studies, I first proposed a model for using tools and techniques from both GUI testing and
user interaction design – a field of increasing interest to Agile groups – in order to create tests for
a GUI using capture/replay tools before the application itself is created. I then extended this
study – using a different set of tools to demonstrate that the technique was not tool-specific – by
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performing an experiment in which practitioners used a test-first approach to GUI development.
This study showed that, as in the interview study, participants focused on using GUI tests as
acceptance tests for the system to be developed. Participants reported both that they found the
approach useful and would be interested in using it in their own work. These results are
presented in Chapter Six.
As mentioned earlier, I also wanted to provide a clear set of recommendations for future
work in this area. By looking at all of the studies conducted as part of this dissertation, I
identified maintenance, architecture, and adoption as issues that could hamper the integration of
GUI testing into Agile development processes. In Chapter Eight, I lay out a series of follow-up
studies that could be performed to directly contribute to this goal.

6

Chapter Two: Background
Again, the goal of this thesis is to determine if and how automated Agile development
methodologies and GUI testing are, or could be made to be, compatible. In order to better inform
this discussion, this chapter provides an overview of the core concepts of Agile software
engineering, software testing generally, user interfaces generally, and testing of graphical user
interfaces.
2.1 Agile Software Engineering
Agile software engineering encompasses a set of development and project management
methodologies that focus on incremental, iterative development of working software. The goal of
both the development and management practices associated with Agile software engineering is to
put solutions in front of customers/users as soon as possible in order to get feedback from actual
utilization of the software by the people it’s being built for and address concerns that arise from
it quickly – a form of user acceptance testing that helps ensure the project is meeting its
customer’s goals. Teams using Agile development or management approaches tend to be selforganizing and cross-functional with emphasis on communication between project members,
and, above all else, heavily reliant on strong, automated software testing [2]. In this thesis,
however, I focus on methodologies related to the development aspects of Agile software
engineering – practices directly related to the implementation of software systems, rather than on
process management methodologies.
Agile development methodologies need to be selected for and tailored to each project.
Practices that work with one development team or with one project manager or with one
customer may not work with others, which can make the term “Agile” quite an ambiguous one in
practice. Several terms exist to describe sets of methodologies that work well together, such as
Scrum (a set of methodologies for Agile project management) and Extreme Programming (a set
7

of methodologies for Agile software development). Because of this, it’s common to see
companies using more than one type of Agile (for example, Scrum with XP) or simply select
their own sets of Agile methodologies. Portmanteaus are also commonly used to describe
combinations of methods (f.ex.: ScrumBan and Scrum-but) make distinctions between
methodologies even harder to find. However, some of the more well-known and well-defined
Agile methodologies are:






eXtreme Programming (XP) [3]
Scrum [4]
Crystal Clear [5]
Lean [6]
Kanban [7]

The principles underlying all of these methodologies were first laid out explicitly in the
Agile Manifesto, published online in 1998 [8]. The Manifesto lays out four principles of Agile,
with the items on the left providing more value than the items on the right (emphasis original):





Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan

Note that these principles imply that working, vertical slices of functionality should be
presented to the customer on a regular basis. “Working” is generally defined as “passes all tests”
(including acceptance tests – tests performed to demonstrate that functionality meets a user’s
expectations of how a feature was expected to work), and a “vertical slice” of functionality is a
feature that extends from the GUI of the application through the application logic and into any
back-end data sources in order to demonstrate a feature working from end to end. By developing
vertical slices instead of horizontal slices – for example, developing the entire database layer,
then the entire business layer, then the entire user interface – it’s possible to have customers
evaluate the feature as it is completed and get their feedback as quickly as possible. An example
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of this can be seen in Figure 1. This approach allows software developers to interact with
customers from a very early stage and embrace their changes throughout development, which
helps reduce the cost of such changes as well as increase customer satisfaction [9].
Whereas the development of horizontal slices of functionality would allow developers to
completely finish one layer of functionality and assume that it will not change throughout
development of further features, this vertical style of development means that each part of the
system can be expected to change throughout development as various features fuse together into
a cohesive whole. The constant state of change that this creates enforces that developers have a
strategy in place for quickly understanding when one part of the system changes in such a way
that the parts of the system that rely upon it no longer function correctly. This is where
automated software testing comes into play: automated tests can be used to encapsulate
developer and/or customer expectations so that these can be verified against the system during its
development and run just like code so that repeated test execution is virtually effortless. Agile
puts emphasis on various types of automated tests for a variety of purposes, including verifying
that a feature is implemented to do what the customer needs it to do (acceptance testing) and

Figure 1: Vertical slices through system from iterative and incremental development (originally from [9]).
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verifying that features still work after additional development work or refactoring has been done
(regression testing). These two approaches to testing are fundamental to Agile software
engineering (see, for example, Chapter 4.2). Without automated testing, it becomes difficult to
continue any style of Agile software engineering as, among other things, the amount of effort
required to repeatedly perform testing manually takes up too much time.
To illustrate the centrality of testing in Agile software engineering, consider the
interrelations between Agile development methodologies commonly associated with XP as
discussed in work by Vanderburg [2]. Figure 2, reproduced from that paper, makes it clear to see
just how central software testing is to XP. Out of the 13 practices depicted in this diagram, nearly
every non-testing practice relies on testing in some way (the exceptions in his model being
“coding standards” and “planning game”). In fact, more practices depend upon testing than on
any other practice. Based on this I would posit that, as GUIs simultaneously become both more
complex (compare, for example, Windows 7 to Windows 8) and more central to applications, the
continued success of Agile will be in large part dependent upon our ability to understand and
create automated software tests that test the system end-to-end through its GUI – just like a user
would.
2.2 Software Testing
The purpose of software testing is to find bugs so that they can be fixed. The term “bug”
refers to any sort of problem with the system that could lead to a failure that could impact a
user’s experience. It’s important to note, as Dijkstra quite famously pointed out, that “testing
shows the presence, not the absence, of bugs” [10]. That is to say, if a suite of tests is written and
run and discovers several bugs, the tests have proven that those specific bugs exist and effort
should now be expended to figure out how to fix them. This doesn’t prove that those were the
only bugs in the system – in fact, it is impossible to write and/or run enough tests to prove that
10

even simple functionality is absolutely correct [10]. Testing should be seen as an attempt to gain
confidence that a system meets the expectations of its developers and users.
A series of events must happen in order for a bug to occur. First, some error must be
made. An error could be as simple as a developer making a typo in the code or as complex as the
users not clearly expressing the requirements that are documented and used to drive
development. Errors can result in the creation of defects, or the possibility that the system can
deviate from its expected behaviour. When a defect does lead to a system entering a state that it
should not have been able to enter, this is known as a fault. Once a fault has occurred, this can
lead to a failure – behaviour that contradicts the user’s expectations, or a discrepancy between
what a feature is expected to do and its actual behaviour or a degree of loss of functionality for
the user. The term bug is slang, and may be used informally to refer to any of the above;
however, I will always use “bug” to refer to a violation of users’ expectations. There is not
necessarily a one-to-one relationship between defects, faults, and failures. The same fault can be

Figure 2. Glenn Vanderburg's 13 XP practices, from [2].
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expressed by multiple defects in the code of an application, and a single failure can be caused by
different faults or require more than one fault in order to occur.
Finally, an important aspect of software testing is the reality that bugs aren’t bugs if no
one cares about them. There are far too many bugs in any system to fix them all, so developers
must always focus on the bugs that are most likely to impact the user in a significant way.
Software testing is of necessity a triage process wherein bugs are identified, prioritized for
handling based on the importance of the features affected, the likelihood that the bug will be
triggered, and the severity of the bug, and then localized to a specific part of the codebase. This
is important given that there is always a time limit for software development and so the most
dangerous bugs – those most likely to be noticed by and interfere with users or those that occur
most regularly – are handled first.
A test fundamentally consists of two parts: a test procedure and a test oracle. A test
procedure consists of a series of interactions with a system under test (SUT) that are required to
bring it to a state where verifications can be performed. It should be noted that the basic ability to
carry out the steps of a test is, in a way, a form of verification. Tests that lack a test oracle are
sometimes referred to as smoke tests under the understanding that, if it’s not even possible to
carry out the test procedure, then there are definitely bugs in that part of the system. However,
realistically, a test oracle – a set of expectations about how the system should function – will be
necessary to catch bugs. In the process of testing a system, bugs are exposed via the execution of
a test procedure, but will generally only be noticed if a test oracle manages to notice the
discrepancy between expected and actual states of the SUT. It is entirely possible for bugs to be
triggered during the course of a test run, but not actually cause a failing test because the oracle
was not designed to detect them.
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Test procedures and oracles are both defined either in a test script (for a human user to
use when manually running a test to ensure consistency between test runs) or as an automated
test (a test that can be run like any other executable program). There are of course distinctions
within these categories. In terms of automated tests, randomized tests look for methods in code
or widgets in an interface and send random input; much like with smoke testing, if the system
responds to random input by crashing or violating generic expectations, there is a bug. In terms
of manual tests, exploratory testing is a process of continuous learning, test design, and test
execution in which a person uses his/her expectations about how a system should behave to
attempt to force the system into an unacceptable state.
One of the main reasons that Agile development methodologies rely heavily on test
automation is that automation can reduce the overall effort involved in running tests, especially
when tests are run repeatedly. This is because, ideally, an automated test should be written once,
maintained infrequently, and run automatically very frequently. This compares favourably to
manual testing, in which the same process is followed but running a test takes a significant
amount of a tester’s time. Where tests may not be run frequently, teams may decide that it’s less
effort to simply run them manually.
However, there’s more to automated testing than the potential to save effort – an
automated test can have a variety of purposes which are unrelated to finding bugs. For example,
tests can help clarify system requirements in a test-first environment (tests as specification). It’s
not uncommon for acceptance tests to be automated and used by a team so that developers know
when a feature is complete: when its tests pass, a feature is done. Tests can also be used to help
understand what the system actually does (tests as documentation). An automated test both tells
and shows us what the system is expected to do. Automated tests can also help us track down the
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location of a defect when a bug is detected (defect localization). It’s rarely obvious, in a complex
system, what piece of code leads to a given bug, and tests can help reproduce and find the origin
of bugs quickly. These uses for tests demonstrate that automated tests can be used to improve
communication between developers and the system, between developers and other developers,
and between the entire development team and their customers [11].
Tests can be designed to interact with a system from the perspective of customers or of
developers. Developer-facing tests often deal with the correctness of the system’s code. These
tests are often used at the unit or integration level of the system to validate developers’
expectations about what the code they produce is supposed to do. Specifically, unit tests
demonstrate that individual methods or classes within the code work as expected in isolation,
while integration tests demonstrate that methods of classes can work together to accomplish a
goal. While these tests are good for increasing confidence in the correctness of the system’s
code, they do not demonstrate that the system meets its users’ needs. For example, it’s entirely
possible that a developer would be able to trigger a feature by calling methods in a system’s
code, but this does not mean that a user would be able to do this through the system’s GUI.
Customer-facing tests are needed for this. Tests that interact with a system’s GUI are good
examples of customer-facing tests in that they are designed to interact with a system in the same
way that customers would, can be shown to customers to validate that they meet the customer’s
expectations, and can be used as a stand-in for customer expectations.
Test-driven development (TDD) takes testing one step further. Rather than defining tests
after the code they relate to is complete – the traditional approach to testing – developers and
testers can create tests based on their expectation of what code should do before writing any of
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that code. This ensures that developers have considered potential defects that could be coded into
the system before implementation has even begun, thus avoiding these issues in the first place.
2.3 User Interfaces
User interfaces (UIs) are a crucial part of every modern application. From a user’s point
of view, the UI is the application. If features don’t work or aren’t accessible from the user
interface, they may as well not exist.
A UI is, simply put, the part of an application that supports interaction between the
application and its user. It is the part of the system through which users send data and commands
to the application, and it also the part of the system through which the application sends results
and data back to the user.
The first major paradigm shift in UI technology was the advent of command-line
interfaces (CLIs), commonly known as consoles. CLIs take user input through a keyboard and
display results through monitors – usually in the form of simple text. The result of this is that
only very discrete inputs are acceptable. This means that CLIs allow very little freedom to users
– there are a limited number of commands allowed to users – and users must learn these
commands before they can begin to interact with each application. This means that users have to
be trained to use an application before they can begin working on tasks.
Graphical user interfaces (GUIs), on the other hand, allow users a large amount of
freedom of interaction, including the ability to discover how to use an application through the
use of that application. This concept is a key part of what makes GUIs so important: GUIs can
make applications more accessible to untrained and/or non-technical users. GUIs are important
to applications, then, in that they make applications more accessible than they would otherwise
be to a wider range of users.
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Figure 3: Common CLI demonstrating an issue with discoverability.

GUIs improve upon CLIs by taking user input using a pointing device (traditionally, a
mouse) in addition to a keyboard. The basis of a GUI is a system of graphical elements, or
widgets, that receive user input or display responses from the application. GUIs are usually
grouped together into containers like windows or frames in order to make information easier for
users to understand and simplify interaction, and operating systems typically allow multiple
applications to display GUIs simultaneously (the exceptions being some tablets computers and
cell phones that were not designed to focus on a single application at a time).
With GUIs and CLIs, there is typically a distinction between input devices and output
devices, but recent advances in touch-based technologies are removing this distinction. Mobile
phones (f.ex. iPhone, Android, and Windows Phone devices), touchscreen computers (f.ex. the
iPad, Asus EEE Slate, and Microsoft Surface, or really through any computer hooked up to a
touch-enabled monitor), and digital tabletops (f.ex. the Samsung SUR-40 PixelSense table,
SMART Board, and Evoluce One) all make use of this technology. Cutting-edge touchless
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Figure 4: Several overlapping GUIs, demonstrating windowing and widget grouping.

interaction technologies (like the Microsoft Kinect, Leap Motion controller, and PlayStation
Eye) are making it possible to interact with a computer without even touching it, but at the cost
of restoring the division between input and output devices.
2.4 Testing Graphical User Interfaces
GUIs are well-understood and testing is generally well-understood, so it would be easy to
assume that useful processes for testing GUIs exist. GUI testing is in reality quite a complicated,
difficult, repetitive, and expensive process.
A very common argument regarding GUI testing is that GUI testing actually doesn’t need
to be done at all. This argument is based on the premise that it is possible (and advisable) to
remove almost all application logic from GUIs. While powerful patterns for doing this do exist
(f.ex. the Model-View-Controller pattern), there is still a significant amount of code present in a
GUI – in fact, research on business software in actual use in industry has found that 45-60% of
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an application’s code is dedicated to its GUI [12]. Research has also found that GUIs are indeed
a significant source of bugs. One industrial case study found that 9% of all bugs in the systems
that were analyzed were errors in the code for the systems’ GUIs [13]. In fact, GUI bugs were
the 5th most common class of bugs in these systems [13]. Another industrial case study found
that 60% of software defects found by users after release relate to GUI code, and of these
defects, 65% result in a loss of functionality [14] – which, again, reinforces the importance of
GUI tests that interact with the system in the same way as the users who are finding all of these
bugs will. Despite advances in the way GUIs are architected, it remains a fact that GUIs contain
a significant amount of important code and that this code is a dangerous source of important
bugs.
While GUI testing is definitely necessary, it is definitely not easy. The simplest way to
perform GUI testing is with manual testing, wherein a human tester interacts with an application
to verify that its responses are correct. A human tester can easily interact with an application and
has some advantages over automated tests in recognizing when bugs occur, but manual testing is
slow, error-prone, and boring. If testing is done frequently – as is expected in an Agile
development environment – then manually testing a GUI quickly becomes unfeasible.
Automated GUI tests are, if anything, more difficult to use than manual GUI testing. GUI
testing is almost always cross-process testing – testing in which the test code runs in one process
while the application code runs in a separate process. This is due to the way in which GUIs are
structured and is significantly different from the bulk of standard developer-facing testing
techniques, in which test code and application code usually run in the same thread or in threads
within the same process. Cross-process testing is frustrating in that code running in one process
is unaware of and does not have direct access to code in another process. Whereas in a unit test it
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is simple to create an instance of an object and send input to a method to trigger specific
functionality, GUI testing is performed through the GUI – an interface which only makes certain
information available. It’s not possible to just create a widget in isolation, or to invoke a single
method, or even to directly access all information about the GUI. A test must first find the
widget that can trigger functionality, interact with it in the way in which a user would, and then
verify that the result is as expected in the same way. This adds a significant amount of
complexity to the testing process.
For example: consider a test which checks to see if logging in to a web-based application
using a username/password combination is possible. First, an automated GUI test must identify
which widgets to enter username and password strings into. This could be done by scanning the
DOM tree of the application for widgets for information that would indicate that a given widget
is the username or password field (as is done in tools like Selenium2) or it could be done by
performing pattern-matching of a previously-recorded image on the screen itself (as is done in
tools like Sikuli3). In the former case, the tester needs to know extremely specific information
about the widget in question – which may change either as the software is changed or over the
runtime of the application, or may be automatically-generated and meaningless to humans. In the
latter case, the widget must be visibly unique in order to be correctly identified, and cosmetic
changes to the interface can interfere with correct identification. After identifying the correct
widgets to interact with, the test must then send data to the widgets as a user would. This could
involve sending mouse and keyboard events directly to the operating system in order to
indirectly cause events to be triggered in the GUI. This is error-prone as some of the easiest ways
of sending input (f.ex. instantaneously setting the mouse coordinates to the center of a textbox)

2
3

http://docs.seleniumhq.org/
http://www.sikuli.org/
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may not trigger the user interface correctly (f.ex. the username textbox may not accept input
from the keyboard unless it has received focus from the mouse moving into its screen space,
which may not happen if the mouse cursor is simply moved directly to these coordinates).
Further, verifying that the input sent to the textboxes was received correctly may be non-trivial –
what if, as in many cases, the textbox for the password doesn’t show the exact characters entered
and functions for getting the text contents are disabled (as would be prudent from a security
standpoint)? All of these issues must be resolved before a test can even verify whether the
system’s response to input was as expected.
Tools do exist to simplify this process, but they carry their own dangers. Most GUI
testing tools work on the capture/replay paradigm. In capture/replay, testing tools monitor the set
of interactions between a human tester and the system and record these steps so that they can be
replayed later as automated tests. However, capture/replay tools (CRTs) do not tend to record
tests in a human-readable manner, meaning that it is much more difficult to modify an existing
test than to record a new one. Still, CRTs remain quite easy to use in the creation of tests. This
frequently leads to the situation where testers create a large number of automated GUI tests
(AGTs) which cannot easily be modified and may fail confusingly. Not only is it difficult to
debug an AGT to see where exactly the test detected a failure, but it is often the case that AGTs
report that the system under test is broken when in reality the test itself has not been updated in
response to changes to the system – leading to a situation in which the test itself looks to be the
cause of the failure. This can lead to a large amount of “broken” tests that either waste time – by
requiring effort to be spent on repeatedly updating/fixing the test – or are re-recorded instead of
repaired. The latter is a problem because, in the case that the test was indicating the presence of a
real bug, rerecording a test on the system without adequately understanding the cause of the
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failure in the first place runs the risk of cementing that bug in place – since fixing the bug in the
future would cause the newly-recorded test to fail, which would at best be confusing.
Further to this, Atif Memon has published a series of papers on various properties of test
procedures and test oracles on bug detection specifically for GUI-based systems; the general
result is that long test procedures [15] and complex test oracles [16] produce the best results, but
long and complex tests are generally more expensive to create and maintain. To complicate
matters further, an automated GUI test will be stronger if it triggers each possible event from a
large number of states [17]. In essence, the larger and more complicated a GUI test suite is the
more likely it will be to detect bugs.
As stated previously, there are two main ways to address these difficulties: better tool
support or better process support. In previous work, I investigated one technique for using
artificial intelligence to provide better tool support for automated GUI testing [18] [19]. To build
upon this work with my dissertation, I investigate issues with the process of automated GUI
testing and provide recommendations that improve it by making it more suitable to an Agile
development context.
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Chapter Three: Related Work
There is a large body of literature on both testing in Agile development environments and
automated GUI testing individually, but there are relatively few papers that investigate a
combination of the two. While the studies presented in Chapter Five focus on investigating the
set of papers on Agile and automated GUI testing, respectively, this chapter focuses on related
work that could be used to integrate the two practices.
3.1 Capture-Replay Tools (CRT)
Many approaches to the use of automated GUI tests in Agile development environments
focus on the use of CRTs for the production of tests. However, a recurring theme in these papers
is that the authors believe there is a fundamental contradiction between a capture-based approach
and a test-first approach to testing [20], [21], [22], [23]. In order to capture a series of
interactions with a user interface so that they can be replayed as a test, that interface has to exist,
which implies that development work needs to be done before tests can be created:
“Many agilists (especially advocates of eXtreme Programming) would argue that
[CRT] test automation completely undermines the notion of automating
acceptance tests before the functionality is built because it requires the SUT to
exist before the tests can be recorded” [20].
Some authors posit CRT-based testing as an option when working with a legacy system,
noting that “since we already had an existing version of the system to use as a ‘gold standard’,
we could leave the effort of defining the expected outcomes to the record and playback
framework” [20]. In this way, it is possible to use tests defined through interaction with the
previous version of the system to make sure that the updated system is functionally-equivalent.
One group of authors has taken a strongly divergent approach to integrating automated
GUI tests into an agile process by using very non-agile methodologies. Similar to the approach
described in Chapter Six, they use user interface prototypes as a basis for test definitions.
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However, rather than instrumenting prototypes with information that will allow CRTs to work
with them, the authors propose manually generating formal specifications of the prototypes [22].
This involves the creation of a description of the user interface’s expected behavior in Z-spec,
which allows a tool to automatically generate expectations of the interface’s behaviour. In order
for this to work, intermediate layers between the Z-spec definition and the actual user interface
must be created, leading to a large amount of overhead – all of which will need to be updated if
the GUI is changed. Overall, this approach represents a huge increase in complexity (which we
take in this thesis as a measure of the possible states that a system can enter or the number of test
cases that would be necessary to determine whether it is functioning correctly) – even the tests
for the simple calendar application they present are very complex – and a large step backwards in
terms of agility since it would make it extremely difficult to embrace any sort of change to the
system after the tests were defined.
One publication demonstrates how simple it can be to record tests using a CRT before a
GUI exists. Sikuli is a CRT that works by locating and interacting with widgets using image
capture when a test is recorded and matching recorded images with sections of the screen when a
test is run [24]. This means, quite simply, that it is possible to record a test based on a highfidelity prototype created in Photoshop or a similar image editing tool and then run this test
against the actual system as it is developed. A small downside to this approach is that it is geared
towards a different type of prototype than are discussed in Chapter Six, meaning that tests
recorded in this way can only be run against the actual implementation of the GUI. Further, the
authors make assumptions about the uniqueness of widgets, stating for example that a script
including “click(X) clicks on the close button”, which is incorrect – the script will cause the tool
to click on a close button, which, when there are multiple applications open at once, will not
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guarantee that the desired window was actually closed. However, the basic approach itself is
very easy to work with and is one of the few truly new approaches to GUI testing to be published
in recent years.
3.2 Maintenance
Some publications seek to make automated GUI tests more compatible with Agile by
reducing the amount of time spent maintaining test code. As Meszaros has stated:
“If the behavior of the system is changed (e.g. the requirements are changed and
the system is modified to meet the new requirements), any tests that exercise the
modified functionality will most likely fail when replayed. This is a basic reality
of testing regardless of the test automation approach used” [20].
This is in fact expected behaviour – if code is functionally altered and its corresponding tests do
not fail, then they were never capable of detecting bugs in the first place and therefore useless4.
However, nearly all authors who publish on this subject note that a major cause of wasted time
on GUI testing is related to “fixing” tests that are broken when the GUI is updated but system
functionality is not changed [25], [26], [20], [21], [27], [24], [28], [9], [29], [30], [9]. Further,
some authors note that, when using CRTs, it will be faster to re-record a broken test entirely
rather than to attempt to understand and repair a test [27]. This is based on the assumption that
CRTs record tests in human-unreadable scripts. This can be a huge amount of effort – it’s
possible for up to 74% of test cases to be “broken” after modifications to an application’s GUI
[31] [32]. This means that most of the tests in a suite must be either fixed or recreated from
scratch, either of which represents a significant amount of rework.
In many cases, “broken” tests aren’t actually broken, but some other aspect of the test
environment has interfered with a test run to cause a false positive – as Meszaros put it, a “loss of
synchronization between the test tool process and the SUT process” [20]. To avoid wasting time
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This is the premise behind mutation testing – changing code to make sure corresponding tests fail.
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on these instances, some authors suggest creating a simple test harness that re-runs all failing
tests, reporting only tests that fail twice in a row as legitimate failures – which prevents failures
caused by, for example, system events like popup notifications that may interfere with a GUI test
run from being reported as failures of the system [28]. This does, of course, create the possibility
that features containing bugs that only intermittently cause failures from being brought to
attention. Authors have also studied the feasibility of maintaining automated GUI tests as a
system evolves, and have found that in large part maintenance of tests is possible and can extend
the lifespan of tests [33], [24], [28], though at a cost: [28] specifically points out that a significant
investment of time (one hour per test to be repaired) was required every time a GUI test was
broken by changes to the GUI.
In certain cases, it may be possible to perform an automated repair of a broken test
without human intervention. Work out of Atif Memon’s group has focused on attempting to
largely automate the process of repairing tests after the code they reference has been changed.
His group has proposed using genetic algorithms [34], heuristic approaches [35], and a compilerinspired techniques [31] in attempts to repair broken tests without the need for much (if any)
human interaction. However, one needs to question whether these approaches makes sense: if a
test failure is automatically assumed to be erroneous – and automatically repaired without human
intervention – what was the point of the test in the first place? This sort of approach could be
valuable in cases where developers communicate to testers that no functionality has changed
between one commit and the next, or when developers are able to select which test cases a
system should attempt to automatically repair, could be counterproductive if it became the
default response for every test failure. Tests need to be able to fail and allowed to communicate a
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violation of expectations to developers and testers when they do; otherwise there really isn’t a
point to testing.
One approach to the issue with maintenance effort has been to provide tool assistance for
determining the root cause of a failure. One set of authors proposes that the most likely cause of
failures would be changes to the types of widgets in a GUI, and to deal with this they propose
tools for automatically inferring the types of objects in a test script [25], [36]. The intent of this is
to provide testers with more contextual information about the widgets under test in order to help
them determine the root cause of a failure. If, for example, a tester understood that a test was
failing because it was attempting to click an element that was of the wrong type to respond to
click events, it could help to make the cause of the test failure more obvious.
One advantage of the way Sikuli has been designed is that the development environment
for tests allows the images that will be used to replay a test to be embedded in a test itself –
meaning that testers can directly see what a test is trying to locate and interact with, making it
very easy to debug and update a failing test [24].
Tests can also be structured intelligently in order to reduce the impact of test failures. For
example, any test suite that uses helper methods for interacting with widgets improves the
maintainability of tests – if a widget is removed or its behaviour is altered, a fix might only need
to be made in the helper method to repair any test that made use of that widget. This is one of the
proposed benefits to using model-based testing for GUIs – in fact, it’s posited as one of the major
benefits of Actionable Knowledge Models [37]. Some tools take this one step further and
provide functionality for compositing recurring sequences into single events for the purpose of
testing – for example, taking all the low-level events involved in clicking through menus to save
a document and creating a single “save_file” event for the purpose of testing [23].
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3.3 Architecture
Research has also looked into how to structure test suites and GUIs to make automated
GUI testing more applicable in Agile development environments. Unfortunately, publications on
this subject tend to recommend refactoring the GUI so that it can be bypassed during testing.
This doesn’t meet the definition of GUI testing used in this paper, but I will discuss it briefly
here given that these authors all assert they are performing GUI testing and also because it is a
major theme of the interview study presented in Chapter Four.
Early

publications

involving

architectures

for

GUI

testing

rehash

design

recommendations originally presented in the original paper on the Model-View-Controller
pattern [38]. The basic idea behind Model-View-Controller is to separate the data that is
represented by the GUI, the logic that controls the GUI, and the display of the GUI into different
components in order to garner a number of benefits, including the ability to test all of the logic of
the GUI without ever interacting with the GUI itself. Instead, methods in the Controller are
triggered and data in the Model are altered in order to assess whether the logic functions
correctly and the appropriate event handlers are called. In testing setups that leverage mocking,
expectations about which methods in the View should be called and/or which methods should
receive calls from the View are also used to determine correctness. Mocking is the practice of
replacing one unit of code with a non-functional (but compiling) unit that is easier to test and can
make testing code with inconvenient dependencies less difficult. Work presented in [39], [40],
[41], and [29] suggests methods for separating out or hooking into the methods related to the
actual logic represented by interactions with widgets in the GUI and testing only those. This may
be easier to accomplish, but it also leaves the parts of the GUI that the user actually interacts
with untested. Perhaps tellingly, the authors of these papers often assert that changes to the view
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of a GUI do not imply changes to the logic of the application itself (see for example [29]), which
is certainly not a valid assumption when thinking from a user’s point of view.
A number of GUI testing tools allow the steps for creating a reasonable architecture for
tests to be skipped, but achieve the same result of allowing GUI logic to be accessed
programmatically. For example, [42] automatically creates a set of objects that “reveal the
internal state of a particular source class” so that they can be accessed from test code operating in
another process. The xUseCase frameworks [43], [27] work in a similar way by inserting an API
between the GUI and the rest of the application that can be used to detect or fire events in either
direction for the purpose of testing. This approach is interesting in that it can also be set up such
that the GUI can inform the test, via an event, when it is ready to proceed with the next step of a
test. This means that a test will never proceed with a step before the GUI is ready, which could
alleviate some of the frustrating issues relating to test code and application code losing
synchronization due to test events executing before the GUI can properly receive and react to
them.
To a large extent, this is complementary to how the approach in [30] functions – an
application-specific API is inserted into the testing tool. When a test needs to interact with the
GUI, it calls the application-specific API in order to perform those interactions.
Researchers seem split on whether tests should be structured such that they interact with
each other. One group argues that tests should be as independent and self-contained as possible
[21] while still making use of helper methods. These researchers argue that keeping tests isolated
from each other allowed tests to be rearranged and refactored without worrying about the impact
on related tests. Other authors argued that a large number of tests will repeat the same set of
steps to guide the system to a state where the logic of the system is available for testing, and that
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this represents a sort of branching structure [28]. From this point of view, a high degree of
coupling in tests makes sense, with short tests branching off from a main sequence of
interactions. However, the side effect of this is that any failure along the main branch of a test
could cause a large number of tests to fail, and, if the fix is not simple and/or fast, this could be a
significant setback. Interestingly, my previous work on combining rule-based artificial
intelligence with a CRT, described in [19], can be viewed as an improvement of this approach –
individual rules branch out from each test case to expand test coverage, but none of these
branches will be run if the base test case fails, meaning that the tester would be presented with a
single basic test failure rather than one failure for each rule that would have been run.
A single paper has got close to the version of a 3-layer architecture discussed initially
in Chapter Four. In [44], the authors propose separating a test into a “test control tier” (which
controls test objectives), an “action tier” (which contains sequences of events), and a “keyword
tier” (which contains low-level interactions with a GUI). However, this publication focuses on
splitting an event model of the system into different domains such that it is easier for an
automated tool to automatically generate tests from it rather than discussing the use of a multitier architecture for increasing test maintainability.
3.4 UITDD
Most of the CRTs mentioned earlier won’t work if a GUI doesn’t exist, which essentially
rules out straightforward TDD (though Chapter Six discusses how TDD can be made to work
with these tools). This leaves two alternatives for UITD: either writing tests by hand, or finding a
way to make a CRT work without a GUI. The former is nothing new – all that’s required is a
human-readable test language – but the latter is rather counter-intuitive. In fact, many papers
comment on how this approach isn’t possible (see, for example, [20]).
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Any CRT that records its tests in a human-readable language can be used test-first. In this
situation, testers simply write tests manually in the language that a CRT would use so that they
can be run against the GUI once it has been created. Tools like Selenium make this highly
possible, and in fact this avenue has been explored by researchers [21]. When writing tests testfirst using CRTs, these authors recommend a process along the lines of (emphasis mine):
1. Write tests before development
2. After development, get them to green; then
3. Refactor as mercilessly as possible [21].
Notice that the essential difference here is that tests pass after development – when,
normally, we would consider development to be complete only after the tests for the new work
are passing. This inversion is necessary because, according to the authors of that publication, the
GUI that is developed seldom matches the manually-created tests. This implies that the authors
see the tests generated during TDD of GUIs to be more of use as specifications the final system
should meet rather than real tests that are intended to be run against the system and detect
regressions as development advances. However, one wonders why such specifications would be
automated, in this case. However, in light of this specification-first approach, some tools also
provide support for using CRTs to modify parts of test scripts that need to be updated after
development of the actual GUI has been completed [23], [27].
Of course, it’s possible to write GUI tests by hand directly in existing testing frameworks.
Several frameworks exist that can simplify this process of manually writing GUI tests [45] [46].
One team has also taken a rather counterintuitive approach to test-first development of
automated GUI tests – which may stem from a rather unique interpretation of the purpose of
TDD. The authors propose that testers (manually) create a formal model of the GUI in Z
notation. This model would be based on UI prototypes that would be produced as part of an
Agile-UX process (similar to the prerequisites of my approach in [47] and [48]). Their tool then
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automatically generates GUI tests from the pre- and post-conditions expressed in the formal
model [49], [22]. However, this approach is not practical for use in an Agile development
environment given the complexity of creating and maintaining formal models of a system –
especially one that can be expected to change as frequently as a GUI. Such a process would
prevent changes from being fully embraced, as each change would require a large expenditure of
effort to update the formal model.
The approach presented in [24], which leverages image recognition to identify portions of
a GUI that are important to a test, is quite brilliant – because Sikuli relies on computer vision to
find and interact with widgets in the GUI, it’s possible to simply record tests from high-fidelity
prototypes of the GUI. These tests can then be run against the SUT as soon as it is a reasonably
close match to the prototypes. It’s also trivial in Sikuli to replace the image used to identify a
widget, so it would be completely appropriate to use a create-and-modify approach similar to
[21] with Sikuli.
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Chapter Four: Practitioner Motivation for Automated GUI Testing 5
In order to investigate GUI testing from the viewpoint of practitioners, and also to make
sure that the results of this dissertation research are useful to people who actually perform
automated GUI testing as part of their normal work process, the first study I present is one that
investigates how these tests are used. To accomplish this, a series of semi-structured interviews
were conducted with people who had used or were currently using automated GUI tests. These
interviews were used to investigate three core topics relating to automated GUI testing:




What do practitioners use AGTs to accomplish?
What issues do practitioners encounter that frustrate them?
What techniques have practitioners found useful for overcoming these issues?
The transcripts of these interviews underwent qualitative data analysis and open and

closed coding in order to extract results. In addition to providing insight into each of these
research questions, our study found two central problems that are not discussed in existing
literature: test suite architecture and test suite co-evolution with the GUI and underlying system.
According to the interviewees, these issues represent significant challenges to the effectiveness
of automated GUI tests.
4.1 Methodology
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 18 participants with varying experience
in automated GUI testing. All interviews were transcribed in full and a two-stage analysis was
performed on the transcriptions: first, on the full set of 18, and second, on the set of 8
participants with significant experience with GUI testing only. These analyses involved open
coding [50], sorting of codes, and identification of cross-cutting categories.

5

This chapter is based on work published in [51].
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4.1.1 Participant Demographics
18 participants with experience in the creation, maintenance, or use of automated GUI
tests were recruited for this study. All participants had some amount of experience with GUI
testing, but some participants had only short-term experience. It became clear during analysis
that participants with only short-term experience with automated GUI tests tended to have
superficial issues specific to the tools they were using (e.g., figuring out how to use a specific
tool) rather than issues with the use of automated GUI tests generally (e.g., issues with test suite
maintenance). Because we wanted to focus on general issues with automated GUI tests, we
excluded interviews with participants with limited experience from the second phase of our data
analysis, leaving 8 participants with more than a year of experience for the second stage of
analysis.
Information about these more experienced participants’ level of experience, area of
employment, and primary role is provided in Table 1. In this table, participants with more than
one but less than two years of experience with automated GUI tests were categorized as “junior;”
participants with more than two but less than five years of experience were categorized as
“intermediate;” and participants with more than five years of experience were categorized as

Table 1: Participant demographics.
ID

Experience

Employment
Sector

Primary
Role

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Junior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Intermediate
Intermediate
Senior
Senior

Academia
Academia
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry

Developer
Professor
Tester
Developer
Developer
Developer
Tester
Tester
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Interview
Length
(minutes)
12
20
60
27
33
60
40
60

“senior.”
All but one participant (Participant 2) had industry experience, even though two
(Participant 1 and Participant 2) were currently in academia.
4.1.2 Interview Design
Semi-structured interviews were used because of the exploratory nature of this study on
the one hand but the need for consistency between participants on the other. We felt that
structured interviews – interviews in which a set of pre-defined questions are asked to all
participants with no deviations – were too rigid to allow us to gather useful results, while
unstructured interviews – interviews with only a general theme and no pre-defined questions or
structure – would have been too inconsistent. A standardized set of high-level initial questions
were used to start every interview:
“The last time you were using AGTs…”






“what were you trying to accomplish”
“what functionality were you targeting with these tests”
“what GUI testing tool were you using, and do you still use it”
“what issues did you encounter during the testing process”
“what was your process when a test failure was reported”

Issues that participants brought up in their responses were then followed up on in greater detail.
These interviews ranged in length from 12 to 60 minutes with an mean duration of 39 minutes.
Because a standardized set of high-level questions were used with all interview participants, even
the shorter interviews were useful in obtaining results about the core questions investigated in
this study. This starting set of questions also means that this study could in part be replicated by
other researchers. However, follow-up questions about participants’ responses sometimes evoked
quite detailed responses, which was the reason behind the longer interviews. The semi-structured
nature of the interviews both means that they study is less repeatable than it would have been
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with a fully-structured, invariant set of interview questions. However, by asking follow-up
questions about the specific techniques participants used to overcome issues, we are able to
present a much more interesting set of recommendations in this study.
4.1.3 Analysis
The analysis was split into two phases. Phase One operated on the full set of 18
interviews and was used to discover general topics of importance to participants. Phase Two
sought to identify themes important to the restricted set of 8 participants with significant GUI
testing experience and focused only on the topics discovered in Phase One. This allowed focus to
be placed on the issues most pertinent to these more experienced practitioners.
First, a round of open coding [50] was performed in order to find the general topics of
highest importance to interviewees. This was done as a collaborative effort between the myself,
Elham Moazzen, Abhishek Sharma, and Md. Zabedul Akbar, the first 4 authors of the resulting
paper [51], which is important because it allowed a more thorough analysis to be done than
would have been possible by a single researcher working alone. The three general topics
discovered through this process were: goals; issues; and best practices.
These results were used to inform Phase Two of the analysis. The first step in Phase Two
was to perform selective coding again on this set of eight interviews. In this round of coding,
only topics directly related to one of the three topics identified in Phase One were coded. This
round of selective coding allowed us to focus in on specific areas of interest while being more
flexible than closed coding – we still extracted keywords from the interviews themselves instead
of seeking to apply a preselected list of terms to them. This selectiveness helped to focus and
constrain the analysis to a small set of very important topics and was done by having a team of
two researchers examine each interview initially, then having at least one other researcher re-
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examine their work; this was done to reduce individual bias and increase the consistency of the
results.
Two important themes were discovered through the second analysis: test suite
architecture and test suite co-evolution with the GUI and underlying system. Each theme was
further subdivided into issues that participants overcame, best practices they used to overcome
these issues, and issues that participants had not been able to solve. The following subsections
explain the goals that participants expressed, along with the themes of test suite evolution and
test suite architecture.
4.2 Goals of Automated GUI Testing
The first goal of the interviews was to investigate what the goals of automated GUI
testing actually are from the perspective of practitioners. The analysis of the interview transcripts
uncovered two main uses for automated GUI tests: acceptance testing and regression. This
subsection covers these topics as well as some additional interesting issues that participants
brought up less frequently.
4.2.1 Automated Acceptance Testing
Automated acceptance tests are traditionally created in collaboration with the customer as
an encapsulation of expectations about how a feature should work. Automated acceptance tests
take the form of tests that operate at the system level to demonstrate that a feature is working
from the point of view of the system’s target users. Participant 4, for example, uses automated
GUI tests for acceptance testing so that he has “a certainty that we’re doing things right.”
Six participants (2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8) used automated GUI tests to verify that “this software
meets the user’s requirements” (Participant 3). Not all of these participants agreed on where
these expectations should come from. Participants 2, 3, 7, and 8 felt that expectations should
come directly from the customer, but Participants 2 and 7 felt that acceptance tests can derive
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from their own expectations of how the system should behave. Participant 2, for example,
created automated GUI tests so that he could “be sure that what I have is correct according to my
expectations.” Participant 5 also came into conflict with the traditional understanding of
acceptance tests in that he derived customer’s expectations from design artifacts like written
specifications and user interface prototypes – there was no direct communication or collaboration
with the system’s intended customers/users. In both cases, participants are using automated GUI
tests to demonstrate that a feature is working from the point of view of an end-user.
4.2.2 Automated Regression Testing
Automated regression tests are used to alert developers that a regression – functionality
that was working in a previous version of the system but stops working after additional
development work – has occurred. Five of our participants (2, 4, 6, 7, 8) used automated GUI
tests to detect regressions. This is important to “make sure that things are not breaking as we
move to a new version” of the system (Participant 4). The regression tests they create are able to
catch errors in “the wiring of the application itself and… the wiring that is done in views through
configuration” – the linking between elements of the GUI and methods in the business logic or
other GUI elements (Participant 8). This is interesting in that interviewees noted that there was a
gap in the current recommended approach to GUI development and testing – namely, to use
Model-View-Controller or a similar pattern, assume the GUI code is too simple to possibly fail,
and then write unit tests to cover the business logic of the application. However, our participants
noted that bugs could be present in the linking between the GUI and the business logic in
practice, and that “unit tests won’t catch those” (Participant 8). These participants felt that
automated GUI tests were fundamentally necessary for detecting a class of regression bugs that
other approaches to testing were not able to catch.
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Participants 6 and 8 added new automated GUI tests when regression errors were caught
by human testers. Participant 8 relied on GUI-level regression tests because “if you want to
change a part of the system, you write a test, and if you break another test, you can see [the
change’s] impact on another scenario.” This rapid feedback was also important to Participant 2,
who used a suite of automated GUI tests to make it safe for him to experiment with “several
variations… and still see that effectively those different approaches could have the same result.”
4.2.3 Other Goals of Automated GUI Testing
Our participants also expressed several other motivations behind the creation of
automated GUI tests. Participant 8, for example, emphasizes that “you have to make sure
everything gets tied together and works properly.” Participant 2 uses automated GUI testing to
“fine-tune what is the problem that I am facing.” Participants 3 and 7 additionally want to reduce
the amount of effort required to test their systems, “to make sure that we don’t have to physically
do those tests every day” (Participant 3). Participant 3 also uses automated GUI tests to make
sure that “anything like a show-stopper, anything that would make [the application] not useable,
is not there” so that the software that “is being developed and tested… [can be put] into use right
away.”
4.2.4 Other Issues
From these results, automated acceptance testing and automated regression testing are the
primary use cases for automated GUI tests. The participants noted two additional major
difficulties. First, participants sometimes ended up automating GUI tests with lower defect
detection potential than the test they originally envisioned. At present, they lack guidance that
would make it clear to them what sort of tests they should be automating – even given that there
have been several academic publications on this subject (for example, [16]). Second, when a test
fails, participants wonder first if the test is broken – demonstrating that the participants don’t
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consider their AGTs to be reliable to the same degree that unit tests are considered reliable. Not
only does this end up wasting time, but it also undermines the trust that developers should be
able to place in their test suites.
4.2.5 Discussion
Meszaros in [11] investigates the motivations behind creating automated unit tests, some
of which are similar to the goals our participants had for AGTs. Meszaros lists eight goals of test
automation, four of which line up with the findings of this interview study:





Tests as specification
Tests as safety net
Risk reduction
Bug repellent

However, the other four goals that Meszaros lists do not match up with the results in this
section:





Tests as documentation
Defect localization
Ease of creation/maintenance
Improved quality

In follow-up studies, it would be useful to look into this matter further to determine if
these latter four goals really are not present as goals for automated GUI testing – and, if so, why
not?
4.3 Test Suite Evolution
Automated GUI tests, on a very basic level, reflect aspects of a system under test; as the
system changes, tests that refer to it will also need to change. Test suite evolution was a major
theme in many of the interviews and remains a major issue for participants despite the body of
work published in academic circles (see Chapter 3.2).
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4.3.1 Challenges Posed by Evolving GUIs and System
Of the 8 participants, 5 (3, 5, 6, 7, 8) encountered issues related to test suite evolution.
The basic problem is that many changes to a GUI will require reciprocal changes to
corresponding automated GUI tests. Participant 3 discovered that “because you have existing
automation, and those tests are rigged by you according to the system… if there is a change in
[a] feature you have to go back to your automation and reflect that change.” So, when the GUI
under test – or a feature accessible through the GUI – changes, automated GUI tests can report
failures while the system under test is actually functioning as expected. Notice that this is how
tests work generally – if features change, but tests stay the same, then of course the tests will fail.
If they don’t fail, then they were not actually capable of detecting a bug in the first place, but
participants consistently stated that tests failing when code was changed was a legitimate issue.
With GUI tests specifically, the participants felt as though tests failing in this situation was a
problem.
This is complicated by the fact that it is likely that a GUI will continue to change over the
course of development, meaning that suites of automated GUI tests will require ongoing
maintenance. Participant 6 found that an automated GUI test is not “something you can just set
up once and then you’re done. You have to consistently maintain it the same way you
consistently maintain any piece of software.” This sort of ongoing effort is expensive – in
Participant 3’s experience, “continuous improvement… can kill you.” Participant 7 encountered
the situation where “someone starts with great intentions, goes and creates all these tests, then
something changes [in the GUI]… and [test maintenance] becomes a full-time job.”
The effort of updating a suite of automated GUI tests is more complicated in light of the
fact that participants also had trouble figuring out what to do about a failing test. Both
participants 5 and 6 both expressed difficulty in pinpointing the cause of a test failure (defect
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localization, from [11]). In Participant 5’s experience, the “GUI test could not show us what is
the root of the problem, whether there is some problem in the business logic of the application or
something wrong with the user interface.” To deal with this, Participant 6’s process for
investigating a test failure reflected this difficulty with debugging: “my first instinct is to look at
the errors and figure out ‘is this something that I’ve seen before’ … then it’s go through the test,
figure out where things stop, figure out what the test was designed to do… at the step that it
failed at.” His process deals in large part with debugging the test itself to figure out if the system
is actually broken or if the test needs to be updated. This implies that the problem of
understanding an automated GUI test is twofold: first, figure out if the system is at fault or if the
test is; if the system is at fault, next, figure out what part of the system is at fault.
These results are reminiscent of [28], an experience report in which the authors report a
similar situation: a new intern joins the team specifically to automate manual GUI tests using
Selenium; the intern creates a large suite of automated GUI tests; something changes in a part of
the application relied on by most of these tests, causing a large number of tests to fail; testers
were forced to sift through the failing tests to determine which were simply broken and which
were indicating bugs.
4.3.2 Best Practice: Comprehensive Test Maintenance
Out of the five participants that encountered issues with automated GUI test suite
evolution, three (3, 7, 8) had developed ways of mitigating the impact of these issues. The first
recommendation participants had for ways to decrease the burden of test suite evolution was to
remember the essentially reflective nature of GUI tests. Since automated GUI tests should reflect
the way in which a feature works, updating tests should be considered an essential step in
modifying how a feature works. Participant 8 found that each “test has to be enhanced as you’re
developing more of the system to reflect how we use the system.” As a result of this positive
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mindset, within his team, “most of the time when the regression test goes red, it’s because a
feature is broken.” Contrast this with, for example, Participant 6’s experience with automated
GUI tests and his default assumption being that a failing test is simply broken and needs to be
fixed. In Participant 6’s context, when a test breaks, there is a problem with that test which needs
to be resolved. The focus of this mindset is on getting the test suite passing. While this will
quickly get the system back into a green state, it fails to acknowledge that a failing automated
GUI test should indicate a problem with the system (as was noted earlier in Chapter 3.2).
Participant 8’s mindset acknowledges that automated GUI tests must co-evolve with the system
to continue to reflect the end-user’s expectations. In both contexts tests break, but Participant 8
avoids developing an antagonistic relationship with his test suite by acknowledging and
embracing this relationship.
A key point about comprehensive maintenance is the need to continually improve test
suites so that they continue to provide value as the system changes. Participant 3 understands a
broken test as an indication that his team needs to “continue to improve our automated tests to
make sure they’re giving us the best results… results that uncover other issues that might exist in
the software.” In this mindset, automated GUI tests can’t simply be created at some point in time
and left in that initial state for the duration of the project. In that state, the tests won’t have any
realistic prospect of detecting errors. The system will quickly evolve past the point where its GUI
tests are relevant. Participant 3 improves his automated GUI tests continually both to ensure that
the feedback they provide is good and to continually increase their defect detection potential.
From this viewpoint, test suite evolution provides an opportunity to improve the value an
automated GUI test can provide and should be viewed as a way to offset the cost of maintenance.
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However, it’s also quite possible that the overhead of maintenance for some automated
GUI tests will become too high to justify the value they provide. Participant 7 is adamant about
making sure that each test has a purpose: “Automation for automation’s sake is not worthwhile…
you have to be able to look at any given test and be able to say ‘this is why this test is here, this
is why I can’t just have an intern sit there and do this.’” Participant 3 found that when “those
changes are getting in the way of the project… it’s becoming cost-ineffective to put that test into
automation. … The advantage of automation is to help you do some things without being too
involved, and if I get too involved then there’s no point in automation.” This sort of situation can
occur when “the test never should have been there to begin with, it was written poorly, or the
underlying reason for the test is no longer valid” (Participant 7). In the event that a test begins to
require too much maintenance effort, it’s important to realize this situation early on and perform
the test manually or abandon it entirely if it is no longer offering any value to offset its upkeep.
4.3.3 Open Issues
Participants 3 and 7 raised several additional issues regarding test suite evolution. First,
there is a likelihood that automated GUI tests will go stale over the course of a project – for
example, Participant 7 wonders “at what point do you say ‘I need to rewrite this test because it’s
never given me any sort of value.’” This issue is present in other forms of testing, but the
tendency of automated GUI tests to require more maintenance and to take longer to run than
other types of tests means that the cost of putting up with stale automated GUI tests is higher.
Another consequence of the fact that GUI tests run at a very high level is that it’s difficult to
determine the point at which the number and quality of tests is reasonable for testing a given
system. Even though it’s possible to “have tests on 100% of things, you have not covered 100%
of the scenarios. It’s not even theoretically possible” (Participant 7). With respect to automated
GUI tests, the difficulty is that it is easy to create tests that generate very high coverage metrics,
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but it is difficult to determine if they are actually testing the system in a relevant manner.
Participant 7 expects that “a year from now, the software’s changed… so the tests that you wrote
a year ago may not be relevant.”
This brings up the question: how long can we reasonably expect an automated GUI test to
last? Both Participants 5 and 7 found that their automated GUI test suites only tend to last about
two years. After that amount of time, their companies tend to decide to make use of a new
technology for their user interfaces, which may mean that a significant amount of the test suite
would need to be redone.
It’s worth noting that most of the issues raised in this subsection exist in other forms of
testing, so it’s interesting that professional testers would list them as issues specific to GUI
testing. It may be the case that this is because tools for creating automated GUI tests provide less
support than those that exist for unit testing (despite the academic work in this area as presented
in Chapter Three). For example, there is only a small amount of experimental support for
technologies like syntax highlighters within the GUI domain [26] [52]. Within a typical IDE, for
example, changes to a method signature cause compile errors that are immediately apparent,
whereas this is not generally the case with automated GUI tests.
4.4 Test Suite Architecture
Many of the difficulties participants experienced had to do primarily with how they
structured their test suites. The tight coupling between test code and GUI implementation and the
low reusability of automated GUI test code was largely due to the fact that these tests tend to be
created using a single-layer architecture where testing goals, business logic, and widget
interaction are lumped into the same entity.
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4.4.1 Problems Caused by Single-Layer Architectures
4 participants (1, 4, 7, 8) encountered issues related to the way their automated GUI tests
were structured. First, their tests were difficult to understand. Participant 6’s process for figuring
out which action caused a test failure only narrowed the cause of a test failure down to a certain
position within a test. From there, it is necessary to actually understand what the test code at that
point was attempting to do, which widget it was attempting to interact with, and, eventually,
what caused the test failure. Participant 8 found that “it was hard to read the tests and figure out
what the application was doing,” and he realized that this was “because of the level of detail in
the tests – moving the mouse, clicking buttons, filling that text box with that name, and then you
try to look at the application and figure out what the ‘user’ is trying to do.” His automated GUI
tests, which should have been an expression of user objectives, were implemented as a series of
very direct, low-level interactions. Understanding the purpose of these atomic actions
complicated test maintenance. Participant 8 found that using a testing framework where “the
language of the tests was very low-level and very business-oriented” made matters even worse.
Next, participants found that, when using this sort of test architecture, a relatively
unimportant change to the GUI or the underlying system could cause many failures. Often “we
have a huge test suite. We make a small change somewhere. Then we have a huge number of
[tests] failing” (Participant 4). The root of this issue is the duplication inherent in creating
automated GUI tests that interact with the GUI at a low level. For example, Participant 4 was
using “hard coding to find the UI elements” in each test. (For an example of why this is
problematic, imagine the DOM tree of a UI wherein elements are accessed using their XPath, an
attribute that uses a widget’s parents to identify its exact location within the DOM tree. Assume
that a widget is hard-coded as “Parent.Element” and that, when an element like a frame is added
to surround all of this, the path would correctly look like “Frame.Parent.Element”. For every
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instance of “Parent.Element” in the code, this element would need to be updated to read
“Frame.Parent.Element” – which is suddenly and dramatically nontrivial as soon as there is a
possibility of more than one “Parent.Element” existing anywhere in any test, which can be
common.) This means that, whenever the GUI was updated, a large swath of the test suite would
need to be updated to reflect what was essentially a single change, and Participant 4 found that
“it’s a lot of work to go and fix those tests.”
Automated GUI tests written using a single-layer architecture and a high level of detail
also pose a challenge to reusability. Instead of creating tests in such a way that parts can be
easily extracted and used elsewhere, participants tended to create automated GUI tests as
“custom test code with very little generic application” (Participant 1). This focus on creating
highly-detailed, highly-customized test code gave some participants a tendency to create a new
test from scratch rather than making use of existing test code.
One reason for this could be the popularity of CRTs among our participants. CRTs make
it easier to create tests, but they usually record test scripts in a domain-specific language. These
automated GUI tests tend to exist independent of other tests and be structured according to a
single-layer architecture. “So,” Participant 7 explained, “what you’re left with if you’re using a
CRT… are say 20 tests that you run. They’re probably fairly easy to put together that first time…
but then say something changes on the screen, and you have to go to 20 different places… You
have to rebuild that test again – over and over and over again.” In this respect, CRTs exacerbate
the problems that we have already identified by making it easy to create a large amount of
duplicate code.
While this thesis does not generally consider testing of web-based systems, the problems
with code duplication become extremely obvious when trying to test a web application on
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multiple browsers using automated GUI tests. “You have to look at every browser,” Participant 6
found, “and you have to add special rules or special cases for every browser.” While CRTs like
Selenium provide support for running tests against multiple browsers6, the problem is that
different browsers may respond differently to actions or display elements slightly differently,
meaning that custom code may have to be built into tests specifically for different browsers. In
this situation, a single change can necessitate updates in many different affected automated GUI
tests and in the many different versions of each of those tests.
4.4.2 Best Practice: Multi-Layer Architecture
Out of the four participants who encountered issues with test suite architecture, three (1,
7, 8) provide techniques for dealing
with

them.

The

suggested

test

architecture is summarized in Figure
5.
The first point participants
raised was the need for some amount
of modularity in the automated GUI
tests they were building. For example,
Participant 1 liked a feature of
Selenium that allowed him to “create
modules;

for

instance,

a

login

method,” which he can reuse “rather
than having to redo an entire segment
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AGT suite
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calls
ForFigure
example,
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various
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of several
browsers (docs.seleniumhq.org/about/platforms.jsp),
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layers. differently to requests for the title of the page than other browsers.
but as of the time of writing,
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6
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of the script.” This enables him to encapsulate sets of actions that have the potential to be used
outside the context of a single test and avoid creating redundant code. This also creates a single
point of failure. If one of the widgets involved in Participant 1’s login module were to change,
this change would initially cause every test using that module to fail; however, a fix will need to
be implemented in only a single section of the test code rather than being propagated to a large
number of automated GUI tests.
Participant 8 felt that better automated GUI tests resulted from including user goals in a
separate layer of the test suite that “take[s] care of navigation, flow.” This makes it possible to
change details about how to interact with a GUI without losing sight of a high-level user story.
Participants 7 and 8 also found it useful for a test suite architecture to contain an intermediate
layer. Participant 8 explained that the middle layer he uses is “a level of detail where we express
the business goals” and “is about separating the navigation flow from the user objectives.” We
believe that this method of abstraction should allow the actions required to trigger business logic
to change without impacting user goals. This is important because it means we don’t need to
figure out what a test is supposed to be testing as a first step to modifying that test; it should be
obvious from the top layer’s description of the test. Further, if at some point in the future we
need to radically re-architect the GUI or underlying software, we won’t need to entirely recreate
each automated GUI tests. This means that, to an extent, a suite of automated GUI tests
structured in this manner should be safeguarded against software re-architecting. An
investigation of the effect of the structure of GUI tests suites is one of the directions for future
work listed in Chapter Eight.
Further, this multi-layer architecture provides our participants with potential for reuse.
Participant 7 complimented the three layers proposed so far with data-driven testing so that “you
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can have a database or whatever with the data that you’re going to test against. You can have all
your test cases in there.” With both test data and information required to locate widgets stored in
a database and a multi-layer test suite architecture, it is possible to test a large number of test
cases using a single, small automated GUI test combined with a relatively small set of data
defining different test cases and success criteria. This architecture should be robust against
changes in that it should be possible to make changes to the various portions of a test – user
story, middle layer interactions, discrete interactions with the GUI, data used to define test cases
– without breaking automated GUI tests in a way that will require overwhelming effort to repair.
4.4.3 Open Issue
Setting up the various layers of the architecture is an investment. Participant 8 found that
“it took some time… to build the infrastructure… you go pretty slowly at the beginning because
you have to build everything in the test infrastructure.” However, “as you put more of the
infrastructure in place, you can reuse that in different scenarios, so it starts to pay off pretty
quickly.” The process of moving from a single-layer architecture to a multi-layer architecture
took several two-week iterations.
4.4.4 Discussion
Unfortunately, not much work has been done in the area of GUI test suite architecture.
Most papers that discuss architecture and GUI tests describe ways of restructuring GUIs to make
a system easier to test, and usually end up describing approaches that aren’t quite GUI testing –
they suggest accessing the system beneath the GUI through tests rather than testing the system as
a whole (see Chapter 3.3).
4.5 Conclusions
This chapter presents the results of an interview study focusing on 8 experienced
developers/testers, leading to insights into goals, issues, and best practices of automated GUI
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Table 2: Issues and corresponding best practices.
Issue
Test Suite Evolution
Frequency of Maintenance
Difficulty of Debugging
Focus on Passing Tests
Detecting Stale Tests
Determining Test Lifetime
Test Suite Architecture
Understandability
Code Duplication
Low Reusability
Up-Front Investment

Best Practice
Comprehensive Test Maintenance
Continuous Improvement
Prune Test Suite
Focus on Working System
(None)
(None)
Three-Layer Architecture
Separation of Concerns
Increase Modularity
Data-Driven Testing
(None)

testing. The major goals that participants had for automated GUI tests were acceptance testing
and regression testing. Further, test suite evolution and test suite architecture were significant
issues for participants. In terms of test suite evolution, participants that had dealt with this issue
had discovered that automated GUI tests need to co-evolve with the system they operate on, need
to be upgraded as the system or GUI changes, and some tests may not be appropriate for
automation. In terms of test suite architecture, participants found that a three-layer test suite
architecture made it easier to maintain, understand, and reuse their automated GUI tests. The
common issues and recommended practices for dealing with them are summarized in Table 2.
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Chapter Five: Mapping Academic Work on Automated GUI Testing
In the previous chapter, I presented the results of an investigation into how automated
GUI tests are used by testers and developers. However, this investigation does not cover the
body of work produced by academics and published in peer-reviewed conferences, workshops,
and journals. In fact, not one participant in the previous chapter’s study made reference to
academic literature during their interview, even in cases where a solution to issues they had
raised had been proposed in academic literature, which may indicate that the practitioner view of
automated GUI testing is somewhat different from the academic view. In order to further
investigate what automated GUI tests can be used for and where future work on the topic can be
most effective, I additionally conducted three systematic mapping studies on Agile testing and on
GUI testing. In this chapter, I summarize the results of these explorations.
Systematic mapping studies take a large number of papers as input and categorize them
based on their titles and abstracts. The result of such a study is a framework for understanding a
field of research at a high level – in other words, to find out what topics a given field
encompasses. These studies are gaining popularity within software engineering research, but
must be approached with caution [53] due to concerns about their repeatability. Specifically,
there are concerns with respect to the repeatability of systematic mapping studies stemming from
the search criteria used to find papers initially and the inclusion/exclusion criteria used to narrow
down search results into a final paper set for the study. In order to deal with some of these issues,
I took two precautions with the following studies on agile testing:
1. The initial search and inclusion/exclusion steps were done collaboratively.
2. The investigation into Agile testing was done once with an automated paper search
[54] and once with a manual paper search [55] in order to provide a basis for
comparison.
However, the systematic mapping of GUI testing itself was done solely by me.
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Because this is, to my knowledge, the first time a set of comparative systematic mapping
studies has been done with an explicit goal of comparing and combining the results of different
search methodologies, the comparison of an automated paper search against a manual paper
search for papers on the same topic may be of interest to researchers outside the scope of this
dissertation.
5.1 Agile Testing7
In order to understand how Agile and automated GUI tests can best be combined, it is
important to understand what Agile testing is already associated with in existing work. In my
investigation of this topic, I conducted two systematic mapping studies: one using an automated
search and including 166 papers on the subject [54]; the other using a manual search and
including 110 papers on the subject [55]. Significantly, the overlap of the papers in the second
study with the papers found for the first study was only 17 papers. On the positive side, this
means that, while the two studies asked many of the same questions, since the papersets were
largely distinct, we can compare the two sets of results against each other to increase our
confidence in them. On the negative side, this raises some questions about whether the many
existing systematic mapping and literature review studies already in the literature did in fact
manage to collect enough relevant papers to produce generalizable results – a question that is,
unfortunately, outside the scope of this dissertation and will need to be revisited in the future.
However, given that I do have two sets of results to compare against each other, this section
focuses on comparing the results of these two studies in order to get a rounder view of the field
of Agile testing.
In this section, the field of Agile testing will be investigated through the following
research questions:
7

This work was published at Agile 2012 [54] and Agile 2013 [55].
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RQ1.
RQ2.
RQ3.

What has Agile testing been used for?
What types of research have been published?
Do academics or practitioners drive the field?

The second publication additionally looks into:
RQ4.
RQ5.

What problems are associated with agile testing?
What benefits do publications claim to offer?

5.1.1 Methodology
5.1.1.1 First Study
For the first study, the methodology followed the guidelines provided by Petersen et al.
[56]. Each step in this investigation involved at least two, and usually three, researchers. This
was so that disagreements could be resolved through discussion in order to provide higher
reliability. RQs 1-3 were used in order to design our search string:


“Agile” and “test” in Title-Abstract-Keywords
This search was intentionally quite imprecise in order to attempt to catch a large number

of papers from the field, but it’s worth noting that using specific subterms within each keyword
(for example, searching for “XP”, “eXtreme Programming”, “Kanban”, “Lean” etc. in addition
to “Agile” may have turned up more papers). It’s also worth noting that publications at Agile
conferences did not actually use “Agile” as a keyword, probably due to redundancy; this is the
reason these papers were not identified until the manual search in the second study.
The search was run against the SciVerse Scopus8 and IEEE Xplore9 databases, resulting
in an initial paperset of 894 papers. No inclusion criteria were used, but papers were excluded if
they were outside the field of software engineering or not discussing software testing. Two
rounds of exclusion were carried out: one on titles only; one on abstracts, only continuing on to
read the body of papers where the abstract and title were not sufficient to make a decision. The
8
9

http://www.scopus.com/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
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paper set was narrowed down to 283 papers after the first pass and down to the final set of 166
papers after the second pass.
5.1.1.2 Second Study
As with the previous study, at least two researchers participated in each step of the paper
collection and analysis process and followed the Petersen guidelines insofar as possible. As
opposed to the automated paper search used in the first study, the second study used a manual
search. Rather than defining a search string to use to query database engines, the search instead
started with the set of all papers published at the Agile, XP, and XP/Agile Universe conferences
and excluded papers not related to testing from this initial set.
There were 993 papers in the initial set for this study, all dating between 2002 (the first
year one of these conferences was established) and 2012 (the most recent year available at the
time of the study) – 99 more than were found by the automated query used in the first study. The
first elimination step was to remove papers that did not explicitly discuss testing or a testingrelated practice (like continuous integration, which relies on automated testing). This was done
on the basis of paper titles with researchers only continuing to read the abstracts of papers where
the title was not clear enough to make a decision. In this first pass, the paperset was reduced to
139 papers. A second elimination step was done on the basis of paper type: we wished to focus
on research, so workshop proposals/summaries, tutorials, and demos were excluded. This left a
set of 110 papers, of which 17 also appeared in the paperset from the previous study. This allows
us an opportunity to perform a sort of triangulation of what topics comprise Agile testing from
two largely orthogonal sources: those that explicitly describe their techniques as Agile but do not
publish at Agile conferences and those that discuss testing topics at Agile venues.
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5.1.1.3 Processing Papers
For both studies, the papersets underwent qualitative data analysis and open and closed
coding in order to extract results.
For RQs 1, 4, and 5 (“What has Agile testing been used for?”, What problems are
associated with agile testing?”, and “What benefits do publications claim to offer?”), open
coding was used. In open coding, the keywords used to describe papers are drawn out of the
papers themselves. Papers were assigned low-level keywords based on their titles and abstracts.
These keywords were then grouped together into higher-level categories. The codes generated
across the two papers were largely consistent given that I was heavily involved in the coding
process for both papers, which makes a great deal of sense given my deep involvement in this
field.
For RQs 2 and 3 (“What types of research have been published?” and “Do academics or
practitioners drive the field?”), closed coding was used. In closed coding, a predefined set of
keywords is simply applied to papers, again based on their titles and abstracts. For RQ3, the
keywords used were simply “industry”, “academic”, or “both”, depending on where the authors
worked at the time of publication. For RQ3, the keywords used were taken from [57], a paper
that provides a framework for grouping papers into different categories based on the type of
methodology used. The categories, explained below in Section 5.2.1.2 in greater detail, were:
Solution, Validation, Evaluation, Philosophical, Experience, and Opinion. We used this existing
classification scheme without modification in both studies.
The keywords for papers were stored using EndNote10, but all visualizations were created
using Excel11.

10
11

http:// http://endnote.com/
http://office.microsoft.com/en-ca/microsoft-excel-spreadsheet-software-FX010048762.aspx
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5.1.2 Detailed Results
5.1.2.1 What has Agile testing been used for?
The first step in the analysis was to look at the keywords used in papers in order to
determine what agile testing was used for, generally, in these publications. Figure 6 and Figure 7
provide a visual comparison of the frequency of the top 10 keywords in each paper. Most of the
top keywords in both studies line up – TDD, using tests as specification, unit testing, acceptance
testing, acceptance test-driven development, testing web systems, and GUI testing are all in the
top 10 topics for both studies. Some topics even appear at the same position within both studies:
TDD is the most frequently-applied keyword in both, while GUI testing is the 10th in both
studies. Several terms appear in the top results of the first study that are ranked lower in the
second study and vice versa, however. Formal specification (mathematical attempts to prove a
system’s correctness – including, for example, the Z-Specification language), continuous
integration (running all tests whenever any code is committed to source control), functional
testing (testing focusing on entire features rather than individual modules or methods in the
code), and performance testing (testing to measure non-functional performance aspects of the
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Figure 7: Keywords applied to papers used in [55].

Figure 6: Keywords applied to papers used in [54].
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system such as response time or ability to handle large numbers of simultaneous requests) were
common topics in the first study but not the second, while automated testing, regression testing,
and refactoring occurred in the second study but not the first. Notice that these topics are
somewhat distinct – for instance, in this document, many of the top ranked terms from the first
study had not been defined previously in this document while the topics from the second study,
which gathered papers targeted at audiences interested in Agile development methodologies,
have largely been discussed previously. It’s possible that this is due to a differing understanding
of the term “Agile” between papers on agile testing published at non-Agile conferences
(predominant in the first study) and papers on testing published at Agile conferences (consistent
throughout the second study).
Specifically of interest in this study is the intersection of TDD as the most common topic
and GUI testing as 10th most common topic. In the first study, the intersection of TDD and GUI
testing is only four papers [58] [40] [47] [22], with the second-most recent [47] being written by
the present author. In the second study, the intersection is again four papers [29] [21] [59] [48],
with the most recent of which [48] written by the present author. Note that there is no overlap
between the papers that discuss both Agile and GUI testing picked up by each study. This was,
again, due to the information used to search for these papers. For example, the two papers I
wrote were not picked up by both studies for very straightforward reasons: [47] was not picked
up by the second study because it was not published at an Agile-focused conference and [48] was
not picked up by the first study because it did not use the word “Agile” to describe itself. These
studies are discussed in more detail in Chapter Three, but at present the main observation is that
there were only 6 papers not by the present author uncovered in these two studies that discuss
UITDD, yet independently TDD and GUI testing are important topics. Based on this, it’s
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possible to assert that further research on UITDD specifically is necessary, especially research
which takes care to ensure that the results will be applicable within organizations using agile
development approaches. In light of this, I conducted further research on this topic, the results of
which are presented in Chapter Six.
5.1.2.2 What types of research have been published?
In order to ensure that my research was done in a way that strongly contributed to the
field, it also made sense to find out what type of papers on Agile testing tended to get published.
In light of this, papers in both studies were categorized based on the type of research they
presented in accordance with Wieringa et al.’s categorization scheme [57]. Even though the
classification scheme proposed in [57] was originally developed for papers discussing
requirements engineering, it also works quite well for other subfields within computer science
and has, at this time, been referenced in at least 93 Computer Science and Software Engineering
publications, mostly systematic mapping studies12. The scheme categorizes papers into the
following types:







Solution – a novel solution is proposed, but only a proof of concept (if any) is offered
Validation – further investigates a solution, but is not evaluated in practice or rigorously
Philosophical – provides a new framework for understanding a field
Opinion – presents the author’s personal opinions without evidence to back up claims
Experience – describes the author’s experience on a project in industry
Evaluation – investigation of a problem in practice with a large, rigorous study
Overall, nearly 28% of all papers between the two studies were categorized as experience

reports, with 22% and 20% being categorized as solution or evaluation papers, respectively13.
Opinion papers made up the smallest percentage at only 9. At only slightly more than this, 10%,
philosophical papers make up the smallest research-based contribution to the field of agile

12
13

Based on a search for citations of that publication on Scopus conducted on 2015-04-17.
Percentages add up to more than 100 because one paper may be categorized as more than one paper type.
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testing. There is also a lower amount of validation
papers than might be expected, at only about 15% of the
whole.
Superficially these numbers are a bit surprising.
Intuitively, one might expect to see a kind of funnelling
effect acting on the types of papers that get published: a
high number of solution papers suggesting new
directions for research, followed by a slightly lower
Figure 8: Frequency of types of paper
found in both mapping studies [54] [55].

number of validation papers following up on these
suggestions with small validation experiments in a lab

setting, followed by a significantly lower number of evaluation papers done rigorously in
partnership with practitioners in industry, followed by experience papers from practitioners
trying techniques on their own, followed by a small number of philosophical papers organizing
the field as a whole. However, this relies on a research model in which new ideas originate in
academia, where they are evaluated iteratively in increasingly realistic studies, before being
adopted by practitioners. This model for research progression, again, might make intuitive sense
given that one would expect less-promising techniques to be weeded out before making it into
practice or to more intense types of study.
However, it does not appear that research in this field is structured in this manner.
Instead, it would appear that there is little evolution of approaches to testing in Agile
development environments contained in these papersets: the vast majority of authors who publish
on this topic publish precisely once (~89% [54], ~86% [55]). This data is visualized in Figure 9.
Rather than thinking of papers as representing a kind of continuum projecting towards refined
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Figure 9: Number of publications per author in both studies (percentage of the total and
absolute number per study). Bar heights are based on percentage.

results over time, it is likely more accurate to think of publications as a set of distinct points
which must be viewed in aggregate to make sense. Hence the strong need for systematic
literature reviews and systematic mapping studies, like the three presented in this dissertation.
Again, one might also expect to be able to see a progression over time, but this
expectation was also not borne out by the data from these studies. Figure 10 shows the type of
paper published over time using the results from both systematic mapping studies. From this
figure, it’s possible to see certain trends in the types of papers that are published over time. For
example, philosophical papers tend to be infrequent, with most years seeing only between 1 and
3 new publications. The exception to this would be in 2010, when a spike of 8 new papers
occurred. In terms of understanding this field as a whole, it would be interesting to see what
causes these kinds of spikes and dips (like, for example, the number of solution papers published
in 2008).
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Paper Types by Year of Publication
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Figure 10: Types of paper published in each year, from both [54] and [55] combined.

There is a strong showing of experience reports in most years, though there is a strong
decline after 2009. This is important in that it demonstrates that testing in Agile development
environments is not just an academic topic, but is a topic of interest to practitioners in their work
as well. But what are these practitioners using testing for? And what issues are they
encountering? The following section looks into the differences between academics and
practitioners in the field of testing in Agile development environments in more detail, while the
two sections after that investigate these questions in more detail.
5.1.2.3 Do academics or practitioners drive the field of agile testing?
In order to understand if academics and practitioners publishing papers on testing in
Agile development environments are approaching the topic in the same way, one of these
mapping studies [54] also coded papers based on where the authors worked at the time of
publication. If a paper only had authors from universities or from companies, that paper was
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coded as “academic” or “industry” respectively. A paper would be coded as “both” if either it
had a mixture of authors from universities and companies or if research was conducted by a body
bridging the gap between academia and industry (such as, for example, SINTEF14).
Based on this analysis, the publications in the field were majority-driven by academics –
about 56%, came from groups of only academic authors. Collaborations between academics and
practitioners were rare, at about 14% of the total, with industry-only papers making up the
balance of about 30%. While this is unsurprising – practitioners have essentially no motivation to
publish research papers while academics must “publish or perish” – it is somewhat concerning in
that it raises the possibility that, if academics and practitioners are looking at the field from
different perspectives, academics could be working on problems that either aren’t apparent in
industry or aren’t relevant to industry.
A breakdown of the number of publications from each group over time can be seen in
Figure 11. Of the 166 total publications, 94 publications (~57%) were contributed by academics,
49 (~30%) were contributed by practitioners, and 23 (~14%) were contributed by collaborations
between academics and practitioners. While in absolute terms practitioners have roughly half the
publications of academics, these publications aren’t evenly distributed over time – that
practitioner contribution of publications in this field nearly disappear after 2009. This is an odd
development in that agile testing is a very practical problem – the disappearance of practitioners
from research publications is striking because, based on Chapter Four and the present chapter,
the sort of problems that practitioners express are not the sort of problems that academics are
working on solving (as will be demonstrated in the following two chapters).

14

SINTEF is an industry-oriented research center funded by the government of Norway. http://www.sintef.no/home/
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Figure 11: Publications over time, divided into separate categories based on where
the authors worked at the time of publication.

The types of papers published by academics, by practitioners, and by collaborations of
the two was also investigated – the results of this can be seen in Figure 12. Unsurprisingly, most
publications by practitioners were either experience reports or opinion papers – 37 out of 49
papers fell into these two categories. Very few industry-only publications fall into any other
category. One solution to this would be for practitioners to devote effort to formalizing their
hypotheses before making changes to their testing processes – the key difference between simply
reporting experiences and conducting research. Still, while it would be better for industry
publications to be more rigorous, this isn’t to say that these publications aren’t useful. By
reporting on what techniques for testing in Agile development environments did or did not work
in practice, experience reports can serve to draw attention to areas where new research would be
of benefit.
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Figure 12: Types of publication by source of publication.

A majority of academic publications, on the other hand, fall into the evaluation and
validation categories – 66 out of 94 within the two together. Again, this is as expected given that
academic work should be held to a more rigorous standard and both of these types of papers will
involve some sort of controlled experiment or action research study. Evaluation papers were also
the highest type of study from collaborations between academics and practitioners, with 11 out
of 23 publications of this type.
Overall, academics form the bulk of publications on testing in Agile development
environments. This is somewhat dangerous given that academics approach the field in a
significantly different way from practitioners, as is shown in the following two sections. Opinion
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papers and experience reports tend to be grounded in practical experience, while evaluation,
validation, solution, and especially philosophical papers tend to be at least several years away
from what could be directly used in industry. This difference in focus could lead to academic
work on Agile testing being inapplicable to practice or, worse, addressing different problems
than those faced in industry. Based on this, two of the three studies presented in this thesis
(Chapter Four and Chapter Six) were done in close collaboration with practitioners in order to
ensure their needs were accurately being addressed.
5.1.2.4 What benefits do publications claim to offer?
This section focuses on the study performed in [55], in which publications on testing
from the XP, Agile, and XP/Agile Universe conferences were investigated. The benefits of Agile
testing were investigated by looking at the abstracts, titles, and keywords of papers to determine
what the research discussed in these papers were supposed to help with. This investigation was
actually quite difficult, at least through the lens of a systematic mapping study, given that most
authors neglected to motivate their research. Out of the 110 papers included in the paperset for
[55], only 28 benefits were described. The 7 keywords relating to benefits are broken down by
publication venue in Figure 13.
Even given the low number of
publications which actually give a reason in
the abstract why anyone would want to use
their research, the results here indicate that
the benefits that these publications offer do
not line up with the thinking of the
Figure 13: Breakdown of benefits offered by publications
by conference.
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participants in the interview study presented

in Chapter Four. In that study, only one participant indicated that they were using tests
specifically for defect localization and one other participant indicated that automated testing
increased his confidence levels. However, most of the participants indicated that they had issues
with the maintainability and structuring of tests – a benefit that was only obliquely addressed in
two of the publications investigated in this systematic mapping. This indicates that there is a
need to perform further research in the direction of these topics, specifically in view of how to
integrate them into an agile environment.
Based on these results, it would seem that the sort of research being published on testing
in Agile development conferences would not fully address the needs participants expressed
in Chapter Four. In the following section, I investigate whether authors assumed that
practitioners were having the same sort of problems as those expressed by the participants in
Chapter Four.

Figure 14: Breakdown of problems encountered with testing by conference.
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5.1.2.5 What problems are associated with Agile testing?
In order to investigate the motivation behind research into agile testing, the problems
identified by authors in the abstracts, titles, and keywords of papers were also investigated in
[55]. One interesting result of this investigation was that not many publications actually identify
what difficulties they are providing solutions for. In the 110 publications considered in this
study, only 45 problems with testing were identified – even given that it was possible for a single
paper to list more than one problem.
All of the keywords identified for this question are shown broken down by conference in
Figure 14. From this figure, the most commonly-discussed problems vary by publication venue,
with the Agile conference being strongly focused on issues of adoption, teaching, and
understandability, and the XP conference being focused on the repeatability and maintenance of
tests. In the study presented in Chapter Four, the issues brought up by the participants primarily

Figure 16: Distribution of papers at the conferences analyzed
between industry, academic, and collaborative sources.
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focused around issues relating to test maintenance – how to evolve test suites over time as the
system changes and how to structure tests so as to reduce maintenance costs. It’s interesting to
note that, in this respect, the XP conference appears to be more relevant to the problems faced by
Chapter Four’s participants than the Agile or XP/Agile Universe conferences – even though XP
had the lowest percentage of practitioner-generated papers, as shown in Figure 15.
5.2 GUI Testing
In order to investigate what topics existing academic publications in GUI testing have
explored, another systematic mapping study was conducted. This study was much along the lines
of the two studies described in the previous section. The research questions investigated in this
study were:
RQ1.
RQ2.
RQ3.
RQ4.

What approaches to GUI testing have been researched?
What problems with GUI testing have been identified through this research?
What benefits do the publications claim to offer?
Which research methodologies have been used to study GUI testing?

These questions were additionally investigated in terms of:
1. How has research on these topics changed over time?
2. How do publications by practitioners, by academics, and by collaborations of the two
differ?
As with the previous studies, a paper was only considered an industry-academia
collaboration if at least one person from a university or research institution at time of publication
and at least one author from a company at time of publication are listed. Government institutions,
think-tanks, and research consortiums were evaluated on a case-by-case basis but were generally
coded as “both.”
Because I wished to approach this topic from an academic perspective, I searched for
peer-reviewed publications from both academic and industrial authors that deal with the general
topic of GUI testing.
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5.2.1 Methodology
5.2.1.1 Searching for Papers
After defining research questions, the next step in this mapping was to search through
research databases for an initial set of papers. The research databases I chose to use were:
1.
2.
3.

ACM Digital Library
IEEE Xplore
SciVerse Scopus

Since the ACM and IEEE host a large number of the conferences in this field, using their
databases was a natural decision. Scopus was also used because it contains papers from a wider
variety of sources than the other two databases. For example, at the time this study was run, the
ACM Digital Library is composed of 1.8 million entries and IEEE Xplore is composed of 3.1
million entries while SciVerse Scopus is composed of 46 million entries.15
Two sets of search strings were defined. The first was used to search the titles and
keywords of papers while the second was used to search the abstracts of papers. This was done
because, during an early exploratory run of the search strings under consideration, it was found
that searching for “user interface” and “test” separately in an abstract would generate too many
irrelevant results, yet searching for “GUI test” in keywords or titles would generate only a few
relevant results. The exact search strings used as well as the number of results for each search
can be seen in Table 3. Note that the creation of the search strings used in this study are much
more rigorously defined than in the previous studies. This was necessary because the field of
GUI testing uses many synonymous terms, and so I attempted to include as many of them as
possible in the search string used to find papers.

15

All numbers rounded to two significant figures; all numbers recorded as they were posted on the websites of each
database on 30 Dec. 2011.
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Based on these searches, 470 papers were identified; however, only 188 of these were
unique by title and authors. This was due to the fact that a single paper could be indexed by
multiple databases, but also because some authors tend to publish updates to previous
publications under the same name as the original. An effort was made to reduce the number of
updated versions of papers published by the same author set. For example, when posters were
revised into workshop proposals, workshop proposals revised into full papers, full papers revised
into journal articles – within the same year and with minimal changes to the abstract – the shorter
publication was removed from this study. However, it is difficult to catch this sort of duplication
based on titles and abstracts alone – especially for more popular topics – so there may still be
some duplication in the set of papers that was used for this analysis. 9 papers were eliminated as
duplicates during this process, leaving a set of 179.

Table 3. Preliminary, nonunique search results by target, search string, and
database.
Search Target
Keyword
Keyword
Title
Title
Abstract
Abstract
Keyword
Keyword
Title
Title
Abstract
Abstract
Keyword
Keyword
Title
Title
Abstract
Abstract

Search String
GUI AND Test
“User Interface” AND Test
GUI AND Test
“User Interface” AND Test
“GUI Test”
“User Interface Test”
GUI AND Test
“User Interface” AND Test
GUI AND Test
“User Interface” AND Test
“GUI Test”
“User Interface Test”
GUI AND Test
“User Interface” AND Test
GUI AND Test
“User Interface” AND Test
“GUI Test”
“User Interface Test”
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Database
IEEE Xplore
IEEE Xplore
IEEE Xplore
IEEE Xplore
IEEE Xplore
IEEE Xplore
ACM Digital Library
ACM Digital Library
ACM Digital Library
ACM Digital Library
ACM Digital Library
ACM Digital Library
Scopus
Scopus
Scopus
Scopus
Scopus
Scopus

Results
3
3
45
9
28
8
41
12
12
44
41
5
50
21
59
17
61
11

5.2.1.2 Screening Initial Papers
The third step was to do an initial reading of the titles and abstracts of each paper in order
to weed out irrelevant papers. Results reporting on the results of workshops, results that did not
seem to be discussing GUI testing, results outside the bounds of computer science and software
engineering, and results for which an abstract was not available or was not available in English
were not included. Finally, research focused on usability evaluation or web application testing
exclusively was excluded, as these represent significantly different topics. Usability evaluation is
more a design methodology than a testing methodology even though some papers refer to it as
“usability testing”, and web testing is commonly done by bypassing the GUI entirely, so papers
on these topics alone were excluded in this study.
The results of this screening process can be seen in Figure 16. Out of the initial 179 nonduplicate papers, a total of 62 papers were excluded as irrelevant. One additional paper was
excluded because it was the sole paper in the set for 2012, which strongly implies that this survey
was conducted too early for papers accepted for publication in 2012 to be available at the time

Figure 17: Number of papers excluded by reason for exclusion. (Note: “Not Right
Type” refers to non-research papers included in conference publications, for
example reports on the results of workshops).
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the study was conducted. This left a set of 116 papers from 2011 and before for use in the
evaluation.
5.2.1.3 Keywording using Abstracts
The fourth step in the analysis was to perform coding on each paper in order to develop a
framework for investigating each research question could be answered. Coding was performed in
this study by reading the abstract and title of each paper to identify keywords that are descriptive
of the paper with respect to each research question.
To answer RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3, I used open coding. In this situation, whenever a new
keyword was identified, I reconsidered previously-keyworded papers to ensure that the
keywording was consistent across all papers.
To answer RQ4, I used closed coding to keyword the data. While there is not a paper
defining the types of papers and evaluation types for software testing publications, these
categories are well-defined in requirements engineering. While the subjects are different, the
paper types should be analogous, so I used the paper types defined in [57] for closed coding for
RQ4 – the same definitions as were used as the basis for this portion of the other two systematic
mapping studies.
5.2.2 Detailed Results
5.2.2.1 What approaches to GUI testing have been researched?
To answer this research question, 47 different keywords were applied a total of 259 times
to the 116 papers that were collected. Table 4 summarizes the results for keywords that appeared
more than 10 times during this process.
The first thing to note is that “Agile” is not one of the top keywords – in fact, that
keyword was only applied to three papers (two of which were my own publications). While GUI
testing was one of the major keywords in the Agile testing mappings, from the perspective of
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GUI testing research, Agile testing is not a major topic at all, which underscores the lack of work
in this direction.
Model-Based Testing was the most explored topic with 47 occurrences. Model-based
testing involves the creation of a representation of a GUI as a series of nodes representing states
connected by edges that represent transitions. These models are used to automatically generate
sequences of interactions and expectations about the model that are translated into GUI tests and
run against the actual system under development. The types of models discussed in these
publications included event-interaction sequences, event flow graphs, action sequences, state and
behavior models, and hierarchical models. It can be advantageous to use model-based testing
given that 1) GUI tests can be slow or expensive to create or run and using a model can be faster
for this process; and 2) the interactions between GUI components can be very complicated and a
Table 4: Frequency of keywords used to describe approaches to GUI testing. The top 10 of these, bolded, are
discussed in this chapter.
Frequency
47
40
19
16
15
14
12
9
8
6
5
4
3
2

1

Keywords
Model-Based Testing
Automatic Test Generation
Capture/Replay Tool
Fault Detection
Coverage Criteria
Test Suite Reduction
Test Suite Meta-Information
Manual Test Generation
Test Architecture
Automatic Test Repair, Genetic Algorithm
Planning, Prioritization, Test-Driven Development, Test Suite
Improvement
Infeasible Test Cases
Ant Colony Optimization, Formal Languages
Assisted Test Generation, Assisted Test Repair, Automated Smoke Test,
Ontology, Performance Testing, Random Test, Runtime Test Generation,
Symbolic Execution
Agile, Assisted Test Execution, Complexity Estimation, Component
Abstraction, Contract-Based Test, Education, Guessing Missing Test Data,
Machine Learning, Manual Test Execution, Manual Test Repair, MultiAgent System, Neural Network, Particle Swarm Optimization, Properties
of GUI Bugs, Proprietary vs. Open-Source, Recommendations, ScreenshotBased, Task Model, Test-Code Co-Evolution, Use Case Model, UserAssisted Validation
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model can be useful in understanding and simplifying these interactions.
Automatic Test Generation was the topic of 40 papers. This keyword was applied to
papers where authors sought to create a system that could be given a GUI and, without human
intervention, create a suite of test cases. Interest in Automatic Test Generation could be driven
by the complexity of GUIs, the expense of creating tests manually, or the belief that GUIs are too
complicated for human testers to comprehensively test such systems.
Capture/Replay Tools (CRTs) came in third at 19 occurrences. As mentioned previously,
CRTs work by recording a human tester’s interactions with a GUI in a format that can be
replayed later as a regression test. These tools are especially useful in that they allow testers
without programming skills to create automated tests. However, they can also be a liability in
that creating a test is much easier than maintaining one. It’s important to note that automated
approaches were over twice as frequent in this paperset as CRTs, which require manual work in
order to generate a test. It would seem that published research on GUI testing is aimed less
towards human-centered processes like CRTs than it is towards automated approaches, which is
dangerous given that no publication in this paperset discusses a fully-automated approached
being used in an actual industry setting. While this topic is popular with academic researchers,
they do not provide evidence that this practice is useful to or would be used by practitioners,
whereas practitioner publications frequently mention using CRTs.
Fault Detection was the fourth most common keyword and appeared in the paperset 16
times. As it turns out, a significant part of the difficulty of GUI testing comes not from causing
an error, but from noticing that an error has occurred. Papers dealing with Fault Detection are
investigating methods not only for detecting potentially erroneous states, but also for deciding –
automatically – if a given unexpected state constitutes a bug.
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Coverage Criteria appeared 15 times in the paperset. Code coverage is a measure of how
much of a system has been exercised by a given set of tests, and Coverage Criteria are the
criteria used for this assessment. This is important for understanding how much of a system is
tested, how thoroughly a given part of the system is tested, and which parts of a system are
untested, all of which are important for estimating the reliability of the system. When tests run
within the same process as the code they measure, it is simple to get this information. However,
GUI tests are usually run from a separate process from the GUI with which they are interacting,
which makes the acquisition of this data problematic and makes understanding the strength and
usefulness of a suite of GUI tests difficult. Papers focusing on coverage criteria dealt not only
with methods for collecting this data, but also with ways of making sense of it.
Test Suite Reduction addresses the issue that GUI tests can be slow and expensive to run
and occurred 14 times in these publications. These papers suggested methods for finding out how
much of a given test suite is redundant to reduce the amount of time wasted running tests that
either test the same parts of the system as other tests or suggest methods for identifying tests that
have no reasonable prospect of detecting bugs in the first place.
Test Suite Meta-Information came in seventh place after being applied 12 times. Metainformation – such as the length of a test case – can be used to predict the potential of a given
test suite to trigger a bug. In general, longer test cases have stronger defect detection potential.
Papers investigating this topic looked into questions like: can the probability of triggering a bug
be increased by simply adding events to an existing test case?
The prevalence of these keywords as they occurred over time can also be mapped. Figure
17 shows the frequency of these keywords between 1995 (the first paper included in this set) and
2011. Interest in some topics is increasing and maintaining its gains – for example, interest in
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Figure 18: Approach to GUI testing by year of publication for each paper considered.

Model-Based Testing and Automatic Test Generation increased since their first publications – in
1999 – and, with a roughly three-year gap for each, largely continued to gain interest through to
2011. On the other hand, the number of publications discussing some approaches to GUI testing
– such as Capture/Replay Tools – varies widely from year to year.
The number of papers on GUI testing published in a given year also varies wildly.
Compare 2001, for example, in which more papers than any previous year were published, with
2002, in which not a single publication on GUI testing made it into the paperset used for this
analysis (two papers were included in the set of initial papers, but these were both screened out
for not actually being about GUI testing). This on its own is interesting given that the topics
discussed in the field of GUI testing are relatively constant – publications dealing with CRTs
today discuss much the same issues as they did two decades ago, for instance.
To determine if this insularity could be blamed, in part, on an “ivory tower” effect, I also
investigated the source of each publication, and categorized papers as “academic”, “industry”, or
“both” based on where the authors worked at the time of publication (as in the previous two
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studies discussed in this chapter). Overall, out of the 116 papers identified in my search, the
overwhelming majority – 96, or nearly 83% – were produced by entirely by academic authors.
Only 11 papers – ~9.5% – were produced by industry practitioners alone, while 9 – ~7.5% –
were produced by combinations of academics and practitioners or from authors with affiliations
with institutions connected to both industry and academia.
The top 7 keywords from this section were also investigated with respect to their source.
Figure 18 shows the absolute number of keywords by source, respectively. This chart clearly
shows both that academics dominate the field and, on their own, industry authors will focus on
different topics from academic authors. Practitioners focused primarily on CRTs, with a
secondary emphasis on automatic test generation. There were no practitioner publications on any
of the other top keywords. Academics, on the other hand, focused strongly on model-based
testing and, while there were a significant number of academic publications on CRTs, there were
fewer than half the number of publications on that topic than on model-based testing or

Figure 19: Absolute number of keywords by source.
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automatic test generation. This could be taken to indicate a mismatch between the sort of topics
practitioners are interested in, or the sort of techniques that make sense for them to utilize, and
the sort of topics academics are pursuing.
5.2.2.2 What problems with GUI testing have been identified through this research?
As with the previous section, open coding was used to find keywords in and apply them
to papers in order to understand what issues authors use as motivation for their research into GUI
testing. For this research question, 26 keywords were applied a total of 218 times to the 116
papers. Table 5 shows each keyword that appeared 10 or more times. This amounts to around
76% of all keywords identified during this stage of the investigation.
Occurring 59 times – more than once per four papers – the “Complexity” keyword was
applied to papers in which the overwhelming complexity of GUIs was listed as a motivation for
conducting a study. This keyword was applied whenever the authors pointed to aspects of GUIbased applications that lead to a very large number of possible states – such as comments about
the number of possible events, different possible inputs, interactions between events, and general
Table 5. Frequency of keywords used to describe problems encountered during GUI testing. Those in bold are
discussed in this chapter.

Frequency
59
20
19
18
17
11
10
9
8
7
6
3
2
1

Keywords
Complexity
Lacking Techniques
Test Generation is Difficult
Maintenance
NONE
Cost, Many Test Cases
Resource-Intensive
Manual
Defect Detection
Lacking Tool Support
Technical Issues
Missing Information, Organizational Issues, Time-Consuming
Difficult to Use Tools, Element Identification, Environmental Side-Effects, Source Code
Unavailable, Test-First Development
False Positives, Multi-Language GUIs, Non-Functional Requirements, User Involvement
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complexity in GUIs. Based on this widespread concern with Complexity, the emphasis on
Model-Based Testing and Automated Test Generation in the previous section make sense. Given
the vast number of possible actions that can be taken on a GUI and the number of ways in which
these actions can affect what further actions are possible, systems for modeling and
understanding a GUI and methods for automatically creating tests are very important. In short,
from these papers, GUIs are too complex to be reasonably understood by single humans, so the
natural next step would be to find automated ways of understanding and testing GUIs. One
possible reason for the complexity of modern GUI- and Web-based systems is that popular APIs
encourage it. As Janet Gregory noted in a presentation [13], the complexity encouraged by
languages like JavaScript is in direct opposition to the recommendations for the use of software
design patterns like Model-View-Controller for simplifying GUI design and testing –
recommendations dating back to 1979 [60].
Authors remarked in 20 publications that traditional testing techniques are inapplicable to
or inadequate for GUI testing – for example, because the cross-process nature of GUI testing
makes it difficult to apply approaches designed for unit testing, wherein it’s possible to directly
call methods. The “Lacking Techniques” keyword was applied to these instances. Authors noted
that advice on how to test specific types of GUIs, information on how to understand test
coverage, or best practices for GUI test design simply didn’t exist. This is quite remarkable given
that GUIs have existed since at least the 1960s and have been widespread since the early 1980s.
A potential explanation for this is the fact that modern GUI toolkits seem to be developed for
functionality first and testability second; as such, testing methodologies are always playing
catch-up [13].
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The third most commonly-applied keyword was “Test Generation is Difficult”. This
keyword was applied – 19 times – whenever authors addressed the problem of generating
automated GUI tests, selecting good GUI tests, or the specialized skills required of testers to
manually create GUI tests. These are distinct from the other problems raised in this section in
that these papers focus on the difficulty of applying existing techniques and seek to make this
process easier. As with the Complexity keyword, the prominence of this keyword makes sense
given the focus on Automated Test Generation and Capture/Replay Tools as keywords in the
previous section.
The “Maintenance” keyword was also applied quite frequently – 18 times in the 116
papers of the paperset. GUI tests are especially likely to need maintenance whenever changes are
made that alter the events that are triggerable from a given state of the GUI. Additionally, a
change to the way a single event works can make maintenance required in a large number of test
cases, which can be a tedious, time-intensive process. It is interesting that this topic was listed as
a problem 18 times, yet only 9 papers proposed solutions relating to the Automated, Assisted, or
Manual Test Repair keywords identified above. This would suggest that further research into the
impact of and potential solutions to maintenance-related issues should be encouraged in the
future.
One difficulty encountered in performing the investigation in this section was that
problems with GUI testing were often not specified or were not specified in enough detail to be
useful. In fact, this happened often enough to justify creating a separate keyword for these papers
– and this “NONE” keyword, at 17 occurrences, is the 5th most common. I would argue that this
may make it less likely for practitioners – people in search of solutions to specific problems – to
actually read these papers. This would mean that these papers would be less likely to have an
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impact on practitioners, and could serve to deepen the disconnect between practitioners and
academics in the field of GUI testing.
“Cost” was the sixth most common keyword at 11 occurrences. This keyword was
applied to cases in which authors were concerned about the human cost of GUI testing in terms
of time taken to create tests, time taken to maintain tests, training and experience required to
create good GUI testers, and cost of employing competent testers to perform GUI testing. Given
that the other problems with GUI testing would be negligible if it was not expensive to perform
GUI testing, it’s surprising that this issue was not more common. The frequency of this keyword
still underscores the impact of maintenance of GUI tests on software development efforts.
“Many Test Cases” tied with Cost for sixth place. This keyword was used to denote
papers in which the authors noted that the large number of test cases that were likely to be
necessary to test a GUI are a central part of the difficulty with GUI testing. Because of the large
number of unique states that even a simple GUI can enter, it’s common for GUI test suites to be
quite large. This contributes significantly to other difficulties – especially test maintenance.
Given that a single change to a GUI can break many tests, these two factors together pose a
significant challenge. Given this, it’s not surprising that Coverage Criteria – which relates to the
ability to tell if a given set of tests is adequate – and Test Suite Reduction were the fifth and sixth
most common benefit keywords in the previous section. It’s worth noting that a common mistake
made by new GUI testers is to create an unmaintainably large suite of GUI tests early on. Based
on this, research into how to teach GUI testing would be a profitable direction for future.
“Resource-Intensive” was the eighth most common keyword at 10 occurrences. This
keyword applied to papers which noted that GUI tests with a good chance of catching bugs
required a lot of space to store and a lot of time to run. It is interesting to note that this has been
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listed as a problem as recently as last year even though one would have expected the rise of
parallelization to have dealt with this issue. In fact, parallelization of GUI tests is advisable for a
variety of reasons – including the fact that Environmental Side-Effects (the sixteenth most
common keyword in this section), such as those caused by other GUI tests running on the same
system, can cause errors which are very difficult to debug.
Figure 19 presents a bubble chart of the frequency of each problem over time from which
we can see trends in the problems addressed by publications in this paperset.
The first interesting trend we can see from this set is that Complexity tends to spike in
importance – some years, nearly all publications will discuss complexity (for example, 2000),
which in other years Complexity will not be discussed at all. After dominating the field between
2008 and 2010, papers addressing Complexity dropped very significantly in 2011. Also, despite
having a strong showing in 2000 and 2001, Complexity was not the subject of publications for
the following three years.
Next, it is disturbing to note that, in 2010 and 2011, papers with the NONE keyword rose
sharply – to the point where it is the second most common keyword for both of those years. This

Figure 20: Frequency of problems encountered in papers by year of publication.
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means that, the abstracts of these papers do not identify the research problem to be addressed in
them. This should be viewed as a decrease in the quality of these abstracts, and it is troubling that
abstracts that do not have a stated research problem are on the rise in this specific field.
Maintenance seems to have become a significant issue starting in 2008. The difficulty of
GUI test maintenance is related to the number of tests there are to maintain and the way in which
these tests are structured, which could additionally serve as an explanation as to why this topic
only emerged recently. In order to deal with this issue, future work needs to investigate
techniques for increasing the maintainability of GUI tests suites – for example, structuring GUI
tests such that they are easier to maintain.
In order to investigate differences between the problems encountered by academics,
practitioners, and collaborations between the two, Figure 20 was created. Based on Figure 20, it
would at least seem that academic and practitioner understanding of the problems with GUI
testing line up better than the benefits explored in the previous section. Of all the top keywords,
only Resource-Intensive was not investigated by a single industry publication. This isn’t

Figure 21: Absolute number of keywords for each paper source by problem.
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surprising given that hardware costs tend to be the cheapest issue that most companies
experience – it tends to be comparatively cheap to just allocate additional resources to a problem
if that will provide an adequate solution than it would be to pay developers and testers to
implement a more efficient solution. Overall, though, it would appear that academics and
practitioners at have both at least published once on most of the major issues with GUI testing.
5.2.2.3 What benefits do the publications claim to offer?
Open coding was used to identify keywords relating to the advantages of using a given
approach to GUI testing as explained in the abstracts of publications. These benefit keywords
were restricted to benefits of the method proposed in the abstract – not benefits of GUI testing in
general. This is an important distinction, as many abstracts begin with a description of the
general benefits of testing or the assumed benefits of GUI testing. In the process of coding
papers to answer this question, 14 keywords were applied a total of 175 times to the 116 papers
in the paperset. Table 6 lists each of these along with their frequency. The top 8 of these
keywords are discussed in detail in this section.
The most frequently-occurring benefit of specific approaches to GUI testing was that the
method was found to “Increase Test Effectiveness”. This keyword was applied any time a tool or

Table 6. Frequency of keywords relating to benefits of tools/techniques. Bolded:
major keywords discussed in this section.
Frequency
32
28
23
20
14
12
11
6
5
3
2

Keyword
Increase Test Effectiveness
None
Easier
Guidelines
Cost, Fewer Tests
Adapts to Change
Indicate Test Quality
Early Feedback
Test-First
Frequent Feedback, Understand Use Cases
Reusable, Stability
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technique was found to increase the likelihood that a given test would detect a defect, increase
the code coverage of a test suite, or otherwise improve the usefulness of tests. This emphasis is
interesting given that the Defect Detection keyword used in the previous section was only the
tenth most commonly-occurring problem listed in abstracts with 8 occurrences (3.7% of total).
Increase Test Effectiveness, on the other hand, occurs 32 times – 18% of the all benefit
keywords. This is another indication of a mismatch between research problems and research
goals. A large number of papers promise benefits in terms of effectiveness, but this is only
indicated as an issue in a small number of abstracts.
Again, the “None” keyword was second most common; at 28 occurrences, it accounts for
16% of the keywords applied. This keyword does not necessarily denote research with no
benefits, but rather research with no stated benefits in the abstract besides, in certain cases, a
statement that a given methodology worked or “is practical.”
13% of papers stated that their research would make GUI testing easier, leading to the
creation of the “Easier” keyword. These papers found that their results would make it easier to
understand or create tests, increase developer productivity, or make it easier to understand the
GUI under test. This relates to the Complexity, Test Generation is Difficult, and Maintenance
major problem keywords from the previous section as well as several of the less-common
keywords (“Manual”, “Time-Consuming”, “Difficult to Use Tools”, etc.). In all, the Easier
keyword accounts for only 13% of keywords while around 50% of problem keywords would
need to be addressed with this benefit, if one is expecting research to provide solutions to the
problems it identifies. It’s worth noting that approaches to GUI testing like Model-Based
Testing, Automated Test Generation, and other techniques that could be used to make GUI
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testing easier account for about 46% of all approaches, and yet only 13% of papers report that
their methods did in fact make GUI testing easier.
The “Guidelines” keyword was applied to papers that explicitly stated that their research
had resulted in the creation of a set of steps or in specific advice for performing GUI testing that
would avoid difficulties encountered by the authors. This keyword occurred 20 times, which
makes up about 11% of all benefit keywords. This keyword relates strongly to the Lacking
Techniques keyword from the problems section, above. Lacking Techniques occurred 20 times
in that section, accounting for about 9% of the keywords in that section. Based on these numbers,
this is an instance where a problem and solution are well-matched in the research.
The “Cost” keyword was applied in this section to papers proposing ways to reduce the
time required to run a suite of GUI tests, the space required to store these tests, or other
requirements for running GUI tests. Cost was applied to 14 papers, or 8% of all benefits listed.
This benefit most strongly relates to the Resource-Intensive keyword from the previous section –
which, at 10 occurrences, accounted for about 4.5% of problems listed. Abstracts promising a
reduction in the number of tests or the size of individual tests were tagged with the Fewer Tests
keyword, which tied with Cost for 5th place. This benefit most strongly relates to the Many Test
Cases problem from the previous section, which, at 11 occurrences, made up 5% of all
keywords. While the percentages differ, the absolute numbers of keywords for both terms show
that there is a reasonable match between problems identified in the abstracts of the paperset and
the benefits of research with respect to this issue.
12 papers suggested that they were able to increase the extent to which a test “Adapts to
Change”, so this keyword related to 7% of all benefit keywords. The Maintenance problem
specifically relates most strongly to this keyword, and the percentage of research devoted to this
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topic (8%) lines up well in this case. However, based on the results from Chapter Four, this
problem either hasn’t been sufficiently well-addressed or the results published in academic
venues are not making the transition from academic research to use in industry.
The last keyword occurring more than 10 times was applied to research designed to
“Indicate Test Quality”. This keyword was applied 11 times, accounting for 6% of keywords in
this section of the analysis. Methods for indicating test quality that were identified in the paperset
included creating code coverage tools and determining the characteristics of GUI tests with a
strong probability of detecting bugs or being highly maintainable. While the quality of tests was
not directly identified as a problem in the previous section, this benefit does somewhat relate to
several problems, including Test Generation is Difficult and Defect Detection.
So far, we have discussed how the relative occurrences of benefits in the paperset relate
to the relative occurrences of problems identified in the previous section. What remains to be
shown is the way in which these problems vary over time. To this end, Figure 21 shows a bubble
chart of the frequency of the keywords identified in this section against the year in which those
keywords appeared.
The first trend of note is that papers listing no specific benefits have increased over time.

Figure 22: Frequency of benefit keywords in papers by year of publication.
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Alarmingly, as many papers were tagged with the None keyword in 2011 as the three next most
important keywords for that year combined. From this study, it is not possible to make
judgements about the quality of papers themselves, only their abstracts; however, future work
should determine if this is the case and, if so, conference organizers will need to find ways of
encouraging higher standards for publication.
Another interesting trend is the significantly reduced frequency of the Increase Test
Effectiveness and Easier keywords and, to a lesser extent, the Fewer Tests and Cost keywords. In
fact, none of the major keywords discussed in this section with the exception of None actually
increased in frequency for 2011. It’s worth noting that this decrease isn’t due to a decrease in the
raw number of papers published that year, since 19 papers from that year made it into the
paperset compared to 23 from 2010.
It’s interesting to note that Adapts to Change didn’t become important until 2008 – very
recently given the size of the timeslice captured by this study. This is the same year that
Maintenance rose to prominence as a problem keyword. From this correlation, it looks as it
maintenance wasn’t seen as a problem until papers identifying it as a problem and providing a
solution began to be published in considerable numbers in 2008. This is counter-intuitive given
that most manual or assisted test generation methods – common in industry – tend to create large
test suites which immediately become a maintenance nightmare given their affinity for breaking
when the GUI is changed. This problem was even more acute with early GUI testing tools and
methodologies. It makes little sense, then, for this topic to have only become important recently.
It’s possible that issues with maintaining a suite of GUI tests were accepted as an unavoidable
part of GUI testing, but, if this is the case, it’s troubling that these issues weren’t mentioned
earlier on in the history of the academic field. It would seem that researchers in the field of GUI
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testing need to produce outlines for future research – overviews of existing problems that need to
be solved in the future – in order to get this sort of research in motion earlier.
This sort of issue again raises the question: are the benefits offered in practitioner
research the same as those offered by academic or collaborative work? In order to answer this
question, Figure 22 was created to visualize the benefits proposed by different groups of authors.
There are gaps between benefits proposed by these groups. Only Academic papers have
proposed benefits for Indicate Test Quality – neither practitioners nor collaborations have found
ways of improving this. Again, since this benefit wasn’t indicated by a specific problem in the
previous section, it’s hard to know what has been made of these results in practice.
There were two other keywords from which one group was missing: Fewer Tests and
Cost. No Industry papers addressed Fewer Tests, which is a significant issue (as raised
in Chapter Four). Having a smaller test suite could drastically reduce the effort required to
maintain the test suites used by many companies. Further, no joint studies showing benefits in
terms of cost exist.

Figure 23: Absolute representation of benefits offered by publications grouped by
source.
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5.2.2.4 Which research methodologies have been used to study GUI testing?
In order to answer this research question, I used closed coding. As in the studies
described in the previous section, the paper types described in Weiginra et al. [57] were used as
the descriptions of possible paper types. In order to gain a better understanding of the research
methodologies used in the field of GUI testing, Figure 23 was created.
In this bubble chart, we can see that by far the most common research methodologies
used are Solution proposals and Validation studies. In fact, out of the 127 keywords applied to
papers to describe research methodologies used, 80% fell into these categories (54 Validation
and 48 Solution). The number of both types of papers has increased dramatically starting in
2008, though there is more variation in the number of Solution papers appearing each year. This
strongly indicates that GUI testing is not yet a mature field, as many novel techniques are being
tentatively explored each year.
Another indication of the immaturity of the field is the low number of Evaluation and
Philosophical papers. Evaluation studies show how techniques or tools perform in practice, so

Figure 24: Bubble chart showing frequency of research methodologies used per year.
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they require the buy-in of an industry partner willing to take a risk by using a technique that has
not yet proven itself in practice. This may also explain why, with one exception, Evaluation
studies only became a regular part of the field in 2007. Additionally, it’s not surprising that only
one Evaluation study has been done by an Industry-only group of authors, since the amount of
scientific rigor required for this sort of research is not common outside of academia. Despite
these difficulties, it’s troubling that so few of these studies have been published because, until
more Evaluations are done, it will remain difficult to tell if the research being done in this field
has a reasonable chance of making a difference in practice.
Similarly, only four Philosophical papers were identified in this paperset. Philosophical
papers are specifically important to research done by academics in that they help to structure a
field to better inform future research. Because Philosophical research is usually done by looking
back at previous publications, though, it’s difficult to perform this sort of study on an immature
field. Interestingly, out of the 4 Philosophical studies included in this paperset: the first provides
a classification of common issues encountered in GUI testing; the next provided a classification
of GUI bugs; the third provides a classification of general testing activities; and the last provides
a classification of GUI validation techniques. It’s interesting to note that, from these studies,
there are as many publications dealing with the task of understanding techniques for GUI testing
as there are publications seeking to understand what exactly the difficulties involved with GUI
testing are. It’s worth noting that it will be exceedingly difficult to research general-purpose GUI
testing tools and techniques until we have a good understanding of what the problems we are
intending to solve actually are, so it would be worthwhile to encourage additional research in this
direction in the future.
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Experience and Opinion papers are useful in that they point out directions towards which
future research should focus. While a single Opinion paper has been published every year since
2006, Experience reports only appear sporadically. The distinction between Experience reports
and Evaluation research is that Experience reports tend to be descriptions of an attempt to use a
tool or technique in practice rather than to report on a rigorous experiment. Because of this,
practitioners are more likely to write Experience reports. Given that only a few of these papers
made it into the paperset used in this paper, it’s likely that these reports are being published in
other manners – perhaps through blogs, social networks, and practitioner-oriented books. Given
that peer-reviewed publications are generally discouraged from including non-peer-reviewed
publications like these in their “Related Work” sections, this again raises the possibility of a
disconnect between the issues being researched in peer-reviewed literature and the issues
encountered in industry.
Given that we have already seen issues with the research methodologies that have been
published by year, it’s natural to ask if there are also issues in the distribution of research
methods between authors from industry, academic, or collaborations of the two. Figure 24
presents a breakdown of absolute number of keywords colored by source.
There are two main points of interest in these graphs. First, 5 studies from Both (out of 10
total) were Validation studies. This is odd considering that collaborations of practitioners and
academics should gravitate towards Evaluation studies. In these circumstances, it should be
possible to have academic rigor within a practitioner environment – the definition of an
Evaluation paper. The fact that these papers were classified as Validation means that a study took
place, but implies that the research was not sufficiently rigorous to count as an Evaluation.
Future collaborations need to ensure that these opportunities are used to create solid, rigorous
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Figure 25: Absolute numbers of research methodologies used by source.

Evaluation studies in order to better extend our knowledge of how techniques and tools work in
practice.
Second, no papers have been published by collaborations between practitioners and
academics that present Opinion or Philosophical research. This is dangerous in that it is much
more likely for either academics or practitioners to present well-considered opinions or
frameworks for understanding the field of GUI testing without considering taking advantage of
insights from the other side of the desk – insights that may end up being the difference between
proposing something reasonable and something untenable.
5.3 Conclusions
Through mapping peer-reviewed publications on Agile testing and on GUI testing,
several important points have become clear. The first is that the research questions involving
understanding what GUI testing and Agile testing, as two mostly independent fields, are focused
on was answered. In Agile testing, heavy emphasis was placed on TDD. GUI testing is not
something that has been well-explored within the domain of testing in Agile development
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contexts, although several publications in that space do exist. GUI testing, on the other hand, is
focused around model-based testing and automatic test generation – topics that do not occur at
all within the set of papers on testing in Agile development environments. Additionally, only a
single paper within the GUI testing paperset discusses Agile development methodologies. From
these results, I have demonstrated that GUI testing and Agile testing are not already integrated
and that further work would need to be done in order for this to be possible. Additionally, the
results indicate that TDD is a large focus of research on testing in Agile development
environments and is not a focus of GUI testing research. Based on this, enabling TDD of GUIbased applications is a promising avenue for further research, and is pursued further in the
following chapter.
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Chapter Six: Test-Driven Development16
TDD encourages communication between customers and developers, increases
programmer confidence, increases software quality, and decreases bug density without
decreasing productivity [61], [62]. Recent work has shown that the effects of TDD are
overwhelmingly positive as reported in rigorous, industry-relevant research papers [63] and
because of these benefits, TDD has always been a core part of Agile. However, published
approaches to TDD test the software layer just underneath the GUI rather than testing the
software through its GUI – as a user would access it. This does not meet the definition of GUI
testing as used in this thesis.
In addition, it’s not possible to make use of CRTs for test driven development of user
interfaces because this usually requires an existing GUI in order to create a test (see Chapter
Three). In this chapter, I explain a novel approach to TDD of GUI-based applications inclusive
of the GUI itself (termed User Interface Test-Driven Development, or UITDD) that is suitable
for use in Agile development environments where the team is already using prototyping
techniques from the domain of User eXperience design (UX).
The difficulty of creating a suite of GUI tests before the GUI exists – as well as
maintaining the suite after development of the GUI has started – is a major barrier to the uptake
of UITDD (see Chapter Three). For the most part, developers wishing to perform test-driven
GUI development must write complex test code manually [46] [45], or write system tests just
below the level of the GUI, though two methods similar to the one described in this section have
been described since the original publication of the papers on which this section is based in
academic (but not practitioner) publications [24] [22]. UITDD is especially difficult given the
tight coupling between GUI tests and GUI code. In order to test a widget, automated tests need to
16

This chapter is based on work published in [47] and [48].
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be able to locate it reliably at runtime and interact with it reasonably in order to create a useful
test. To do this, a test must make use of specific information about each widget involved in a test
– such as the widget’s position, type, name, or identifier. Unfortunately, this makes it difficult to
write a GUI test before the GUI itself, as a good deal of information about the implementation of
the GUI may be necessary in order to write a reliable GUI test.
In order to simplify the process of UITDD, I developed an approach that leverages
usability evaluation and user interface prototyping. By first creating a digital prototype of the
GUI, using tools like Expression Blend17 or ActiveStory Enhanced, it is possible to perform
iterative usability evaluations to identify and fix flaws in the GUI early in the development
process, before effort has been expended in development of the actual GUI. Then, the prototype
can be augmented with additional information about the expected behavior of the GUI. This
allows for complex acceptance tests to be recorded using a CRT – overcoming one of the main
difficulties with UITDD identified in Chapter 3.4. CRTs can then be used to record test scripts.
These scripts can then be run against the actual GUI as it is developed.
In short, using a sufficiently detailed prototype for Agile interaction design will garner
two benefits. First, usability concerns will be discovered early in development, meaning the final
GUI will be less likely to require changes. Second, if the prototype is decorated with automation
information – information that can be used to identify and make assertions about widgets – and if
this information carries over to the actual implementation, then tests can be recorded from the
prototype and replayed on the actual GUI as it is implemented.

17

http://www.microsoft.com/expression
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6.1 Solution Description
6.1.1 Tools
The tool used for usability evaluation in the proof-of-concept investigation of the
approach to UITDD described in this chapter, ActiveStory Enhanced, was developed mainly by
another member of the Agile Software Engineering Lab at the University of Calgary [64] [65].
ActiveStory Enhanced allows usability engineers to create low-fidelity prototypes that study
participants can interact with as though they were working applications. These prototypes are
arranged into a “storyboard” – an ordered set of pictures of different possible states of an
application with labeled transitions between states. These transitions represent interactions,
usually triggered by the application’s user, that will cause it to transition between different states.
In ActiveStory Enhanced, transitions are implemented using “hot zones” – clear transparent
buttons covering specific regions of a prototype. This means that a usability evaluation can be
performed on an ActiveStory Enhanced storyboard by having a participant interact with the
system as though it were functional – each button click causing a transition to a new state such
that it looks like the application is actually working. Unlike a working application, creating a
storyboard using a set of quick sketches of various states of an application is a cheap, quick
process and can be easily altered for iterative usability testing. Low-fidelity prototypes are
specifically interesting in that they can be distributed online and used for usability testing with a
large number of users over the internet in a cheap, distributed fashion.
LEET (a recursive acronym for LEET Enhances Exploratory Testing) is a CRT that
provides rule-based AI support for automated GUI testing. LEET’s rule engine works by
allowing a human tester to create rules defining things the system should or should not be able to
do, runs these rules whenever specified preconditions are met, and then restarts the test run, thus
increasing code coverage [19]. For example, it’s possible to create a rule in LEET with a
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precondition specifying “a hyperlink titled ‘Logout’ is visible” and a rule stating “when ‘Logout’
is clicked, the text ‘You have been logged out of the system’ should be displayed onscreen”. This
rule would then be run at every state where a user is logged in and ensure that the logout
functionality works as specified – of course, restarting the test after every time the rule is
executed and preventing the same rule from executing more than once from a given state. I
developed LEET around the Windows Automation API, which allows for easy keyword-based
testing of user interfaces. The ability to use keywords to identify widgets of interest in a test
script is crucial for my approach to UITDD. Since the only property of a widget that is used to
identify it uniquely in the approach LEET uses to keyword-based testing is its AutomationID, it
is possible to record a test from an ActiveStory Enhanced prototype that has had AutomationIDs
added to the widgets that represent hot zones. As long as the actual GUI for the system uses the
same keywords to identify the widgets represented by hot zones, a test recorded against the
ActiveStory Enhanced prototype can be replayed against the actual GUI.
6.1.2 Solution Concept
First, user stories are used to develop a low-fidelity prototype of the GUI using
ActiveStory Enhanced. Iterative usability evaluations should be performed on these prototypes
in order to decrease the likelihood that changes will need to be made to the final GUI, since
they’ll be caught before implementation is actually done. Since low-fidelity prototypes can be
created quickly at little cost, they are ideal for making iterative usability evaluations part of the
Agile development process.
Once the prototype has become sufficiently stable through usability evaluation, it can be
decorated with additional automation information to allow complex verifications to be made.
Using LEET, a set of acceptance tests can be recorded from interactions with the decorated
prototype. These tests can then be run on the GUI-based application as development progresses.
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The first benefit of this approach is that UITDD can be performed without additional
limitations. The simplest tools for creating GUI tests, CRTs, can be used, meaning tests do not
have to be written by hand, as is the case with existing tools used for UITDD with the exception
of [24]. However, unlike [24], the approach described in this chapter does not suffer from the
issues related to mis-identifying widgets in different applications as the ones needed to run a test
due to their visual similarity (as described in Chapter Three).
Second, it is expected that test maintenance costs will be lower due to the usability testing
that is performed prior to implementation. While this will require more design work up front
than is normally expected in an Agile process, but this issue is also present in the field of Agile
UX, where most publications acknowledge that some advance design work will be necessary upfront [66].
Finally, while tools exist to facilitate repair of broken tests (see Chapter 3.2), the best
solution would be to decrease the instances of tests breaking in the first place.
6.1.3 Demonstration18
For an example of UITDD, let us consider the design of a calculator like that provided
with Windows. It will contain keys representing numbers, keys representing operators, and a
display at the top that shows either the number being entered or the result of the previous
operation. For now, we’ll consider the addition feature only. In this story, the five button, plus
button, nine button, and equals button are clicked in that order, and we expect that the display
should read “14” at the end.
A storyboard of this test sequence is shown in Figure 25 on a prototype created in
ActiveStory Enhanced. For this test, “5” will be clicked, then “+,” then “9,” then “=,” and for

18

From work published in [47].
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Figure 26: Storyboard of a test sequence. Highlighted areas represent mouse clicks in the first four states and the
field to be verified in the last state.

“14” to be displayed as the result. Now, LEET can be used to record a sequence of interactions
with the prototype to use as a test script. The result is the storyboard of a test shown in Figure 25.
Automation information added to this prototype through ActiveStory Enhanced makes it
possible to find widgets and verify information about them. For example, the hot zone (indicated
by yellow highlighting in the first state of the storyboard in Figure 25) above the “5” button has
“Five” set as its AutomationID. When the actual GUI is created, if the actual “5” button is given
the same ID, the test will find and click it just as it would the button in the prototype. Similarly,
the Content property of a hot zone above the display region on the prototype has been set to 14 in
the goal state of the prototype, and its ID is set to Display. In the Automation API, widgets that
display text by default tend to set their Name property to that text. Thus, it is possible to verify
that a widget with AutomationID “Display” exists, and the name property of this widget is “14.”
This will work on the actual GUI for most widgets that display text.
The test we’ve just recorded can run successfully on the prototype just like it could
against a real system – the first step of the test would be to start the prototype, which can be done
through ActiveStory Enhanced by having LEET execute a “START” command targeting the
executable file, generated by ActiveStory Enhanced, associated with the storyboard. The next
step is for a developer to create the actual GUI. For this example, Windows Presentation
Framework (WPF) is used because it will automatically add much of the necessary automation
information to widgets from fields that are commonly used. For example, after adding the five,
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Figure 27: Test for the calculator's simple addition feature.

nine, plus, and equals buttons and the display field to the main window, we need only change the
name property of each widget so that it matches the corresponding widget in the prototype –
WPF ensure that these are automatically mapped to AutomationIDs that can be used by LEET to
identify which widgets should be interacted with at each step of a test.
Now, in order to run this test on the actual GUI instead of the prototype, the START
action in the test need only be changed to target the executable file for our GUI. In Figure 26,
START has been changed to start the actual GUI instead of the prototype, and will do start the
application as its first step. The test will fail, as shown in Figure 27, because none of the
application logic for these buttons exists at this point.
Note that the test fails on the second to last line of Figure 26 – verifying the content of
the display field – when running against the actual GUI. It is able to locate each widget and
perform actions, and it fails because the content of the display is “0” instead of “14.” This is

Figure 28: Failing test - application logic still missing.
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because keyword-based testing will tolerate cosmetic
changes to widgets – changes to the look and feel of
widgets that don’t impact their functionality. As can be
seen by the difference between Figure 25 and Figure 28,
these changes can look quite dramatic. However, from the
perspective of keyword-based testing, the interfaces are
nearly identical – they are still composed of buttons with
the same names. Widgets can be resized, moved, even

Figure 29: A complete interface. The
original test still passes.

switched between analogous types without causing LEET
to indicate a test failure – which makes sense because functionally the application is still
behaving the same in the actual implementation as it was in the prototype.
After adding in the event-handling logic for each button, which includes updating the
display, the original test now passes. The interface can be completed and this test will still
function appropriately, as seen in Figure 28.
6.2 Validation Study19
The feasibility of using UITDD was evaluated through a pilot experiment with front-end
designers and developers using a controlled experiment that aimed at determining if UI tests
based on a UI prototype can serve as a basis for developing the UI code. In this pilot experiment,
3 participants with backgrounds in design and/or development were tasked with implementing
event handlers in a GUI-based application, ExpenseManager. This application as provided to test
subjects only contained GUI code, meaning there were no event handlers to actually implement
its functionality. In order to achieve this task, participants were provided with:

19

From work published in [48].
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1) An interactive prototype of ExpenseManager demonstrating its functionality
2) Automated GUI tests that executed against the prototype of ExpenseManager
3) Automated GUI tests that executed against the non-functional GUI of
ExpenseManager
Participants were observed during the experiment to record which tools they used to
determine the correctness of their implementation, asked to complete a post-study questionnaire,
and were briefly interviewed about their experience.
6.2.1 ExpenseManager
The application to be developed by study applicants is a GUI-based application for the
creation, saving, modification, and totaling of expense reports, similar to those required by many
organizations before they will reimburse employees for travel expenses. ExpenseManager’s GUI
contains three tabs: View Totals; New Report; and Modify Report. The View Totals tab allows
users to view the total expense incurred by, reimbursed to, and outstanding from employees
either for the entire company or for a specific individual. The New Report tab is used for creating
and saving new expense reports. These expense reports consist of a name and trip number, as
well as a dollar amount for transportation, lodging, meals, and conference fees. These amounts
are summarized into a subtotal at the bottom of each report, and, if any reimbursement has been
made, this is displayed along with the amount that remains to be reimbursed to the employee.
The Modify Report tab allows users to update the amount reimbursed for specific saved reports,
and changes made to reports will be reflected in the View Totals tab.
In order to create the version of ExpenseManager used for the study, a self-evaluation
was performed in order to make sure that the process for UITDD can work in principle to
demonstrate both that the process can work in principle and that the study would be possible for
participants to complete. The functionality described above was first determined, a prototype of
the system was created using SketchFlow, tests were created for the SketchFlow prototype using
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LEET, a new WPF application was created, the tests were modified to target the WPF
application, and development of the WPF application was continued until all tests passed –
essentially, it was created using the same process that could be used in industry. The final
version included a complete GUI, event handlers, and a very simple data structure for storing
reports. After I had completed this activity successfully and development of a working
implementation of all of the features in the WPF version of ExpenseManager was finished, all of
the code in the event handlers – the code that actually makes the GUI do anything – was deleted.
Participants in the study sessions would only need to focus on adding code to these empty event
handlers in order to make the application function as specified in its tests.
This entire process, from prototypes through to passing tests, took me five hours to
complete. For the study, participants were given an hour to implement the missing event handlers
for ExpenseManager so that the automated GUI tests would pass again. This simplification
decreased the amount of time that would be required for participants to finish the study as well as
focused the evaluation on the usefulness of the GUI tests to participants’ GUI event
development.
6.2.1.1 Prototyping ExpenseManager
SketchFlow was used for prototyping in this study in place of ActiveStory Enhanced in
order to demonstrate that the approach is not tool-dependent. In SketchFlow, prototypes can be
created by dragging-and-dropping widgets onto a canvas or they can be drawn and linked to
other states in the prototype using hot zones, as in ActiveStory Enhanced. Each canvas represents
a different state in the storyboard in the same way that each picture represents a state in
ActiveStory Enhanced. Widgets can be assigned behaviors, one of which is of course
transitioning to a different state – just like a hot zone in ActiveStory Enhanced. The resulting
prototypes are executable, allowing test users to interact with them as though they were
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functional applications. The fact that prototypes are executable means that it can be targeted
using CRTs to create tests, thus making UITDD possible. However, the prototypes are
intentionally kept rough-looking – as can be seen in Figure 29, they could have conceivably been
created by scanning pictures of an interface drawn by someone with very good handwriting and a
straightedge. In essence, SketchFlow and ActiveStory Enhanced, while differing greatly from a
designer’s point of view, are two different ways of creating rough-looking, arguably low-fidelity
prototypes that will achieve the same goal from the perspective of UITDD.
This type of prototype is convenient for use in usability evaluation [67] [68], specifically
Wizard of Oz-like tests [69] [70] [68], in which a user is presented with a mock system and
instructed to perform a task. This form of evaluation allows designers to identify potential
usability flaws and refine the design of the GUI before expending effort on its implementation.
Typically, this is an iterative process, involving several evaluations and revisions, until the

Figure 30: One page from the SketchFlow prototype of ExpenseManager.
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majority of usability flaws are resolved and user satisfaction reaches an acceptable level.
One of the states of the SketchFlow prototype of ExpenseManager can be seen in Figure
30, while the storyboard of states and possible transitions involved in the prototype, represented
as a map in SketchFlow, can be seen in Figure 30.
6.2.1.2 Creating Tests for ExpenseManager
SketchFlow prototypes are essentially WPF user interfaces using styles that make them
look like hand-drawn prototypes. One side-effect of this is that the widgets of which they are
composed are automatically annotated with information that will make it possible to use
keyword-based testing through the Windows Automation API. As with ActiveStory Enhanced, it
is possible to go through the normal TDD process of writing tests, running them to watch them
fail, writing code until they pass, and refactoring the codebase.
For the development of ExpenseManager, four tests were recorded from the prototype
verifying the following functionality:
1. Reports do not get totaled under the View Totals tab until they are saved.
2. Saved reports are still totaled under the View Totals tab even when they have
been cleared from the New Report tab.
3. Saved reports modified from the Modify Report tab are also updated on the View
Totals tab.

Figure 31: State map of ExpenseManager prototype.
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4. The View Totals tab is able to show both the totals for all saved reports and the
totals for all reports corresponding to a specific user.
It is important to stress that these tests verify that the implementation of ExpenseManager
is functionally equivalent to the functionality expressed in the prototype.
6.2.2 Participants
Three participants were recruited from the Calgary Agile Methods User Group
(CAMUG)20. Table 7 presents some demographic information about the participants. While all
participants had substantial experience with GUI development, none of the participants had
previously used prototypes as part of this process. Additionally, none of the participants had
experience with automated GUI testing lasting more than two years, despite having been
developing GUIs for more than two years. Further, only one participant used TDD for
applications he was currently developing. These points imply that the integration of the approach
to UITDD described in this paper might be difficult to achieve, since the participants I was able
to recruit, if representative of the general population of front-end developers did not have
significant experience with the prerequisite techniques of test driven development of GUIs, user
interface prototyping, and TDD. Despite this, participants were able to adapt to the process of
UITDD, which could point towards its adoptability in practice.

Table 7: Quantitative responses from survey.
Experience with
Testing
Experience with
GUI Testing
Experience with
GUI Development
Experience with
UI Prototyping
Uses TDD on
Own Projects
20

Participant 1
Over 2 Years

Participant 2
None

Participant 3
0-2 Years

0-2 Years

None

0-2 Years

Over 2 Years

Over 2 Years

Over 2 Years

None

None

None

No

No

Yes

http://calgaryagile.com/
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6.3 Results
The results of this pilot evaluation indicate that this approach to UITDD could be of use
to our participants in their normal jobs. These results come from two sources: observations of
participants collected during the study and results collected from post-study questionnaires and
interviews.
6.3.1 During the Study
All three participants entered into the same development cycle during their development
of ExpenseManager. First, participants would run a single test against the prototype in order to
determine which story to begin implementing next. Once they had picked a test, participants
would use the GUI builder to identify the widgets involved in the story. From the GUI builder,
they would then navigate to a related event handler and begin implementing discrete parts of a
story. After changes had been made to an event handler, participants would run their
implementation of ExpenseManager and manually interact with it in order to determine if their
implementation met their expectations. If it did, they would then run tests against the prototype
again in order to determine if their implementation also met the expectations defined in the

Figure 32: Workflow for development of GUI-based application observed during studies.
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prototype. Only after a feature was completely implemented, in their eyes, would participants
then run the test against the actual GUI. A diagram of this workflow can be seen in Figure 31.
Participants used the provided automated GUI tests as the sole indication of completeness
of functionality – as soon as a test passed, participants moved on to the next feature. This could
be a liability since, if the test suite for a feature is incomplete, the resulting implementation will
also be incomplete. This might imply that it may be beneficial to either treat GUI tests as unit
tests by testing a number of different test procedures and error conditions or ensure that the
developer who is responsible for coding a given feature in a GUI is involved in creating its tests.
The former would help to provide developers with more examples of how a feature is expected
to function so that developers would be encouraged to implement complete solutions. The latter
would encourage developers to culture an understanding of how a feature is intended to work,
which could lead to stronger implementations. However, it is possible that this could also be due
to a lack of investment in the system being developed, as ExpenseManager is only a simple
application.
Before code has been added to the event handlers, tests run against the application will
immediately fail, without a corresponding visual indication as to which widget caused the test
failure. The error message provided for this failure by LEET is not inherently understandable,
and, once participants noticed this, they would tend to hold off on running tests against the
application until it was mostly complete. For example, before code is added to update the
subtotal of an expense report when values are added, a test might fail with the message
“Assert.AreEqual failed. Expected:<750>, Actual:<0>.” Notably missing from this message is
the element that was expected to have a value of 750, for example. Further, it was observed that
participants were unable to understand the form in which tests are recorded. However, this is
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more an issue with the specific testing tool used than it is with UITDD itself. This was addressed
in later development work on LEET.
By the end of each study session, each participant had at least some of the tests passing
when run against the application. A summary of which tests were passing by test participant can
be seen in Table 8.
It is interesting to note that Participant 1 had no previous experience with Visual Studio,
WPF, or C#. Participant 1 did have significant previous experience with Java, and was able to
use this, in conjunction with the resources provided during the study, to complete more features
than the other participants.
When given a choice of several resources to aid in the development of ExpenseManager,
developers used GUI tests to determine when stories were complete, and would not move on
until the test related to a feature accessible through the GUI of the application was passing. The
observations described in this subsection seem to support the idea that GUI tests used in a testfirst setup serve an important role in the development process.
6.3.2 After the Study
After each study session was completed, the participant was asked to fill out a survey
which assessed the participant’s background in GUI development and testing, as well as the
participant’s perception of the usefulness and usability of the UITDD approach.
Table 8. Passing Tests by Participant

Clear Report Modify Report Save Report Save Multiple
Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
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Several survey questions were also included to gauge participants’ perception of the
usefulness of UITDD in light of their experiences in developing ExpenseManager. The answers
to these questions are recorded in Table 9. The first and second questions were ranked from A
(Very Useful) to E (Useless). Despite the similarity of the first and second questions, both were
asked in order to gauge the usefulness of this approach to TDD both in the current and in a
broader context. These responses imply that the participants saw the potential of this approach to
be of some benefit in their own work.
The first question also included a follow-up question asking participants to explain why
they chose that answer. Participant 1 noted that the tests that were provided “checks for
interactions/updates I may have missed during coding,” but notes that the technique is “only as
useful as the assertions!” This second point relates to an instance where he noticed a bug in a
feature, despite the fact that the test relating to it was passing. Participant 2 responded that TDD
of GUIs lets you “see functionality straight away,” while participant 3 noted that running the
GUI tests was “faster than running code” to verify it manually. It is interesting to note that each
participant found something different of value in the approach.
Participants were also asked to rank the resources they were provided with in terms of
decreasing usefulness for their development task. Their responses can be seen in Table 10,

Table 9. Perception of Usefulness of TDD of GUIs

Found TDD of ExpenseManager To Be
Would Expect TDD of Own Work To Be

Participant 1
B. Somewhat
Useful
B. Somewhat
Useful

Participant 2
A. Very
Useful
A. Very
Useful

B. Somewhat
Useful

Yes

Yes

Yes

Would Consider Using This Approach to
TDD on Own Projects
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Participant 3
C. Useful

below. It is of note that participants’ perception of the importance of various resources does not
line up with observations recorded by the researcher during the course of study sessions as
represented in Figure 31, above. Instead of ranking features by frequency of use, participants
seem to have ranked resources based on the value they provided to the development effort.
Participants 1 and 3 noted that the UI prototype was a “standard to compare against when
coding” and “captured the intent of user functionality,” whereas participant 2 noted that the GUI
builder “gave me names of things I needed to use.” This implies that one way to immediately
make this approach to UITDD provide higher value to users would be to improve the interface
through which tests are run so that participants can understand the features represented by the UI
tests, or to make technical details of widgets being tested more visible so that users can
understand the expected details of the system they are building.
Participants pointed out various usability issues stemming from tools used in this study.
First, participants remarked on the unreadability of the error messages produced by tests
generated by LEET. Participants requested that, when tests are run through Visual Studio, the
error messages that result from failing tests need to be much clearer, and include contextual
information about the widgets the test was interacting with when the test failed. They also
suggested that, when tests are run through LEET itself, tests should also be able to pause after

Table 10. Ranking of Available Resources

Usefulness
Highest

Participant 1
UI Prototype

Participant 2
GUI Builder

-

Communication
with Researcher

Debugger

-

UI Tests

-

GUI Builder

Lowest

Debugger

UI Prototype
Communication
with Researcher
UI Tests
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Participant 3
UI Prototype
Communication
with
Researcher
UI Tests
GUI Builder
Debugger

the last action is taken in a test script so that users can see the final state of the application.
Similarly, users expressed a desire to be able to pause and step through each line of a test –
similar to the way a debugger functions – rather than the current behavior, in which each step of
a test executes after a set delay. Finally, users were unsure of when widgets were being
interacted with by test code.
6.4 Concluding Remarks on UITDD
This pilot evaluation suggests that the approach to UITDD outlined in this chapter is
useful for development of GUI-based applications. The study’s participants used GUI tests
primarily for determining when a feature was done and as a roadmap for the completion of the
application. As a result of observation of participants during the study, I developed a workflow
showing the way in which study participants utilized UI tests in order to determine when they
were done working on a specific feature of the sample application. Participants also reported
through the post-experiment survey that they felt GUI tests were useful for test-driving the
development of the test application. Through these surveys, participants also expressed the view
that UITDD had benefits and would be a useful practice.
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Chapter Seven: Limitations
There are of course a number of weaknesses with any body of work that need to be
acknowledged so that the assumptions behind results can be objectively critiqued, and this thesis
is no exception. In this chapter, I describe some of the limitations of the work I presented in this
thesis both in terms of essential weaknesses of the research methodologies themselves and
weaknesses of the way in which studies were conducted and analyses were carried out.
7.1 Weaknesses of the Interview Study
The interview study presented in Chapter Four was carried out in order to get a basis for
understanding how practitioners are currently using GUI testing as part of their development
process. The weakness with using an interview study to collect this data is that, on a fundamental
level, what is being collected is practitioners’ perception of how they use GUI testing.
Interviewees are likely to focus on occurrences that were surprising, or that were very positive or
very negative, but not on topics that have become mundane. For instance, in the study presented
here, interviewees spoke at length about GUI tests “failing”, but did not mention instances where
more-familiar unit tests failed, or draw comparisons between their suites of GUI tests and their
suites of unit tests. Ideally, it would have been useful to observe the interviewees in their normal
workplace environment to conduct an observational study to provide additional verification for
the topics the interviewees mentioned. Since this was not possible, I have instead made an effort
to cross-reference topics brought up in the interview study with instances where the same topic
occurred in the related work section or in the systematic mapping studies (Chapter Five) in order
to provide support for the interviewees’ reports.
Next, interviews rely strongly on the expertise of the individual conducting the interview.
It is easy, especially for novice interviewers, to skew an interview towards personal biases by,
for example, asking follow-up questions on only topics relating to their personal interests. In
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order to minimize the odds of this happening, and to increase consistency across all interviews
conducted for the study, interviews were conducted from a script outlining the basic topics to be
covered in each interview and the same script was used for all interviews. However, of the 8
interviews used for the final analysis in Chapter Four, 1 was conducted by another researcher,
which raises the possibility of inconsistencies between the ways in which interviews were
conducted. Again, to guard against the possibility of differences in interviewing style leading to
biases in the analysis, both researchers participated in the analysis of this data.
Further, as with any study based on a researcher’s interpretations of data, there is a
possibility that an individual researcher’s bias might skew results in a certain direction, or that
one researcher working alone would miss results that others might notice. In order to guard
against this possibility, all interview data was analyzed by at least two researchers, with any
disagreements resolved through discussion.
Attempts were made to control for differences in the interviewees themselves. For
example, rather than performing an analysis of all interviews – including those done with
interviewees with little experience in GUI testing – only those interviewees with significant,
longer-term experience were included. This was done because I noticed early in the analysis that
interviewees with limited experience with GUI testing – specifically, with less than one year of
experience – focused almost exclusively on very tool-specific issues (like an inability to figure
out how to use a specific tool) rather than on essential issues with the nature of GUI testing itself.
By excluding these participants, it was possible to focus the study around ways to improve the
process of GUI testing, rather than ways to improve specific GUI testing tools. However, it
would be interesting in the future to go back and look at what issues less-experienced
participants encounter, or what issues are more pressing early in the process of integrating GUI
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testing into a development process, in order to investigate the topic of adoption of GUI testing.
The analysis in this dissertation focused only on people who had persevered to overcome issues
with specific tools to make GUI testing part of their development process.
However, the result of this was that there were only 8 participants used in the study. This
low number of participants could have skewed results towards issues only encountered by
specific individuals. Again, this was why an effort was made to cross-reference points made in
this study to papers presented in other sections of this thesis. Additionally, by focusing on
participants with higher experience – in most cases, more than two years of experience with GUI
testing – the study may have gravitated towards issues that had not had time to impact
participants with only short-term experience. The most obvious examples here would be issues
relating to test maintenance and test evolution – two very central themes for 8 participants that
were focused on. Of these, it’s worth noting that no entirely new topics were raised by the final
two participants interviewed (7 and 8).
7.2 Weaknesses of Systematic Mapping Studies
The limitations of the systematic mapping studies presented in Chapter Five fall into two
categories: those that are related to the nature of systematic mapping studies, and those that are
related to the way in which these specific systematic mapping studies were carried out.
7.2.1 Weaknesses of Systematic Mapping Studies Generally
The first weakness with systematic mapping studies stems from the data on which they
are based. A systematic mapping study is intended to provide an overview of a field of study –
the general trends, but not the fine-grained details. Data is collected by focusing on the key
sections of publications – mainly abstracts and titles, but additionally the introduction and
concluding sections where necessary. Because of this, the accuracy of a systematic mapping
study is highly dependent on the ability of the authors of the source papers to accurately
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summarize the key results of their work. As was noted several times in Chapter Five, many
authors in the fields of GUI testing and Agile testing did not describe all of the key aspects of
their work – they neglected to provide motivation for why the work is necessary, to describe the
problem they are attempting to solve, or to describe the approach that was used – in the titles,
abstracts, introductions, or conclusions of their work. This is the origin of the “None” keyword
used in these chapters. It might be possible to gain more insight into these papers by performing
a full systematic review, but this was not done in this dissertation. In a systematic review,
ideally, the ways studies are conducted and reported are analyzed in order to find ways of
making results comparable across studies so that each study can be treated as numeric data point
as part of a whole. However, this methodology requires some amount of consistency in the way
in which studies are conducted and results are reported in order to be truly effective. Before this
could really be feasible in the fields of testing in Agile development environments or GUI
testing, the way results are reported would need to be made significantly more detailed and
consistent across conferences. Attempting to perform a systematic review of papers in the
existing paperset would require the exclusion of nearly all of the practitioner publications and
many of the academic publications because the experimental designs and the results are simply
not described in enough detail to be directly comparable to each other.
As a first step in this direction, it would be useful for conferences dealing with testing in
Agile development environments and GUI testing to begin using a standard format for abstracts
(and, ideally, for descriptions of studies and results) – perhaps one based on those used in other
fields21. Not only would this make it a requirements for authors to include all crucial information
related to their publication right in the abstract, but it would also make it possible to directly
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See for example: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/policy/structured_abstracts.html
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compare the results of different research efforts to each other so that systematic studies could
really determine what the effect of different techniques is.
The second major weakness with systematic mapping studies is that, paradoxically, they
require the researcher to either be or to become an expert in all of the terms used in the field. I
say paradoxically because, in many fields, systematic mapping studies are used as initial research
projects through which students who are new to the subject area can orient themselves. However,
this might be easier to do in fields with well-structured terminology. At least in publications on
testing in Agile development environments and GUI testing, there are a large number of
synonyms for identical or nearly identical techniques. For example, within the field of automated
GUI testing, several highly-similar terms are routinely used: event-sequence graph; event-flow
graph; directed interaction graph; complete interaction sequence; event-interaction graph; and
actionable knowledge graph. While it is of course permissible to define terms for clarity within a
given publication, the terms in the previous sentence refer to nearly identical models which are
generated and used in nearly identical ways for the purpose of representing and generating tests
from GUIs. If a researcher were not familiar with the way in which these models were applied,
might be mistaken for distinctly different approaches to GUI testing.
Also, as I mention in Chapter Five, the search for papers can only find papers that selfidentify with the keywords the researcher uses. Specifically in the first mapping on agile testing,
I note that authors may not think to include search terms that could be assumed when considering
the venue at which they are published – papers published at the Agile and XP conferences, for
instance, might not bother to include “Agile” as a keyword. While this makes sense in context, it
also makes it difficult to search for these papers automatically, unless, again, the researcher
conducting the mapping is already familiar with the conferences that should be investigated and
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has the resources to manually go through proceedings. If a systematic mapping study is done as a
researcher’s introduction to a field – a common method for finding out which areas have been
investigated and which have not – this is problematic as it would require some level of
familiarity with the field.
The generalization of the several preceding paragraphs is that it’s possible that relevant
papers were not found during the literature search phases of the systematic mappings. Part of the
reason that the second systematic mapping study [55] was run was to compare a manual search
approach with the automated search used in [54]. As a result, a significant number of additional
papers were found. While this was good in the current context in that it allowed me to crossverify the frequency of topics between the two studies and see that they did largely match up, it
does imply that, in future work, combination literature search methods should be applied. For
example, I would recommend that automated literature searches be combined with manual
searches through conferences that either come up frequently in the papers identified during the
automated search or that the researchers are aware may be related. For any papers identified
during the manual search that were missed by the automated search, the terms used in the
automated search should be refined until they additionally discover these new papers.
Researchers should also look through the works cited in all included papers and determine
whether these papers should be included in order to increase the number of relevant papers that
are used in the analysis. It is worth noting that this process was used to find additional papers for
the related work section, Chapter Three, of this thesis.
Another major consideration with meta-analyses is the issue of repeatability. Work by
Kitchenham et al. [71] has demonstrated that, given the same research question, different
researchers will select different studies for inclusion and draw different conclusions based on
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these sources. This means that, for higher repeatability, researchers need to present as much
detail as possible about the methodology used for this type of study and to follow generallyaccepted guidelines where possible. Based on this, not only was the approach for each study
described in detail in Chapter Five, but the studies themselves were based on existing systematic
studies done by Petersen et al. [72] and Dybå and Dingsøyr [73].
Finally, one problem that is well-known in other fields that in all likelihood also applies
in the fields of GUI testing and testing in Agile development environments is the file drawer
problem (for a detailed treatment of this topic, see: [74]). This term refers to the inevitability that
only a minority of studies that are conducted are actually published22 and therefore available for
inclusion in a meta-analysis such as a systematic mapping. This could be because the papers
report negative results or because a similar study has already been published. The danger is that,
if these unpublished studies are presenting valid results, a systematic study conducted without
them will come to different conclusions than if they would have been included.
7.2.2 Limitations of the Systematic Mapping Studies in Chapter Five
One of the limitations of doing systematic studies on practitioner-oriented topics is that
practitioners do not tend to communicate with each other in the same way as academics do.
Where it’s reasonable to assume that academics publish all their relevant work in peer-reviewed
venues, and thus the body of these publications is a good representation of academic work,
practitioners tend to publish in less-formal venues. Many ideas are shared through blog postings,
forums, and books. These formats tend to be faster than peer-reviewed venues, meaning that
practitioner thinking on topics can change very rapidly, even though they obviously do not
represent rigorous work. The mappings presented in this thesis do not take this perspective into
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For a collection of acceptance rates at some software engineering conferences, see:
http://web.engr.illinois.edu/~taoxie/seconferences.htm
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account – in large part because of the difficulty involved in determining whether a given blog,
for example, is worth including in the results. In order to get a really thorough understanding of
practitioner thinking about Agile GUI testing, these sources would need to be incorporated
somehow. In this thesis, I instead chose to validate the results of my mapping studies using an
interview study in order to address this issue, but it would be very useful in future work to find
some way of including results from these non-standard venues.
Another issue with the mapping studies was the low number of researchers involved. In
the mapping of GUI testing work done in Chapter 5.2, only a single researcher was involved in
the search for and analysis of papers. In the other papers, at least two authors were involved in
the coding of each paper, but, again, I performed the majority of the analysis of results alone for
all of these studies. This could of course have led to researcher bias. Additionally, the other
researchers involved in coding were not experts in GUI testing and were trained in this topic by
me, so it is possible that my personal biases on this subject were also transmitted to the other
researchers.
One weakness specific to the second systematic mapping of testing in Agile development
environments [55] was not all authors from the first systematic mapping on this topic also
participated in the second. This is significant because the results of each study are compared
significantly in and, in some instances, even combined in this thesis. In order to minimize the
risk of keywords being used inconsistently across studies, I personally participated in the coding
of every paper in both studies. However, again, this engenders a certain amount of risk of
researcher bias. A different way around this issue could have been to measure inter-rater
reliability statistically so that a numerical representation of the likelihood that, presented with the
same abstract, two researchers would tag it with the same set of keywords. This method is useful
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in that it can be used to provide a confidence value for how likely the keywords associated with
papers are to be correct, but was not done in any of these mappings.
A final issue with the systematic mappings of testing in Agile development environments
is that none of the publications included for analysis really describe what they mean by “Agile”.
This is important from my personal experience in that, in my six years researching Agile, only
one or two companies that say they are practicing Agile methodologies are actually practicing
Agile methodologies. It would be extremely helpful if authors would provide more details in
publications about what their working definition of “Agile” is so that researchers performing
meta-analyses would be better able to determine the context in which different approaches are
purported to work.
7.3 Weaknesses with the UITDD Studies
The weaknesses with this investigation into UITDD can be classed into two categories:
limitations with the approach to UITDD itself and limitations with the evaluation.
7.3.1 Limitations of the Approach
The approach to UITDD presented in Chapter Six relies on a software development
environment in which a specific type of user experience design technique is being used maturely.
In order to adopt this approach to UITDD, teams are required to opt to use interactive prototypes
of a GUI so that tests can be recorded from this prototype. This means that, in order to apply this
new testing technique, teams may additionally be required to adopt a new UX technique.
However, I feel this is justified in that, if a team is trying to perform automated GUI testing
without performing usability evaluations to determine if customers find the GUI acceptable, the
amount of change related to the GUI would likely be high enough that it would make automated
GUI testing on the project very difficult. By requiring this UX step be done, not only is UITDD
possible, but it’s likely creation of automated GUI tests after the GUI’s design has stabilized
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would be more likely to be successful. This is due to a fundamental assumption that UX can
reduce the number of changes required of a user interface.
However, a weakness of this approach is that it suffers from the limitations of both CRTs
and low-fidelity prototypes. If a CRT is not able to record a given interaction – like, perhaps,
replaying a tap-and-hold gesture on a touch-enabled device – then it would not be possible to
record a test of this interaction even though the prototype is capable of expressing it. The same is
true of prototypes. If a low-fidelity prototype is not capable of demonstrating the way a feature
should work – for example, menus fading out after a user has made a selection – then it’s not
possible to record this interaction even if the CRT was capable of it. Developers would not be
able to create tests for these sorts of interactions without either manually editing test scripts (or
extending the CRTs they use to create tests) or waiting until after the actual GUI was coded.
However, it’s worth noting that CRTs are becoming increasingly capable of recording complex
interactions – for example, even touch interactions on touch-enabled tables can be recorded and
replayed as tests.23/24
7.3.2 Limitations of the Evaluation
The first and most severe problem with this pilot study is that the evaluation was only
done on a set of three participants. While care was taken to use only participants with relevant
backgrounds, a larger pool of participants would have been beneficial. However, it was
significantly difficult to gather even this many participants with a reasonable level of experience
for use in this study given that the study was conducted at the University of Calgary and required
participants to invest time in traveling to the University and participating in the study outside of
23
Recording and replaying interactions with the Microsoft Surface Simulator: http://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/ee804844(v=surface.10).aspx
24
LEET support some of this functionality, as well:
http://nsercsurfnet.ca/system/newsletters/newsletters/000/000/012/original/07.SurfNet_Newsletter_MayJun_2011.pdf?1395099249
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normal business hours. As it is, there is a risk that the pool of participants may not accurately
represent the pool of potential users at large. However, care was taken to cross-reference the
approaches used by the participants to other studies presented in this thesis – to show that other
studies, or studies run by completely independent groups of researchers, also came to similar
conclusions.
Second, the study was only a controlled experiment. As such, there was a time limit for
participants to learn the approach to UITDD, to orient themselves to the codebase of
ExpenseManager, to read and understand the tasks that were asked of them, and to implement
the code to complete those tasks. It would be useful in future research to either conduct longer
study sessions, multiple study sessions with each participant, or longer-term case studies. This
would allow more information to be collected about the ways in which the system can be used,
and improvements that can be made that only occur to participants when exposed to the system
for longer periods of use.
Ultimately, it would be valuable to conduct a longer-term study that would more
accurately represent how this approach to UITDD could be used in practice. A controlled
experiment can only provide so much data in that the study environment is necessarily limited so
that researchers can focus on evaluating only a few aspects of an approach. The entire point of
controlling an experiment is to reduce the number of variables that one has to consider.
However, this of course makes it more difficult to determine if the results of a controlled
experiment will transfer over to real-world settings. While it would of course be more difficult, it
would be more realistic to collect results from the long-term use of the technique in a real-life
setting.
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Third, the application used for this study may have been too complicated for a one-hour
experiment. Participants were unable to complete the implementation of the system in the limited
time they were given. For future controlled experiments, it could make sense to provide
participants with a simpler test system and set of tasks to work with. However, ultimately, this
approach to UITDD must be evaluated on the development of complicated, real-world systems in
order to decisively determine its real-world value.
Finally, participants had significant difficulty using LEET as the testing tool in this study.
This is likely a confounding issue that makes it difficult to extricate issues with the testing tool
used to create and run tests from issues with the approach to UITDD itself. If LEET continues to
be the testing tool of choice in future experiments, a technique needs to be used to make it
visually explicit that LEET is interacting with a specific widget as a test is running. The level of
detail provided by LEET upon test failure should also be enhanced in order to make it easier to
interact with. Some work in this direction has been completed – for example, LEET now places a
red rectangle around the widget with which it’s trying to work while a test is running, and saves
a screenshot of the state of the GUI to a results directory when a test fails. This was done in order
to make it easier to work with LEET generally. However, in future evaluations, it still might
make sense to make use of a more widely-used GUI testing tool in order to demonstrate that this
approach to UITDD can work with more common – and less experimental – CRTs.
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Chapter Eight: Future Work
Throughout the process of doing the research behind this thesis, I have had to prioritize
between a tantalizing array of possible research directions. It was simply not possible to follow
up on all possible research topics, and each study I performed raised a number of new issues to
investigate. These topics for future work are broken down in this section by the chapter of this
thesis to which they related.
8.1 Future Work from Interviews
The first thing that needs to be done in future work is to complete the analysis of the
interviews with less-experienced participants in order to gain additional insight into the issues
people encounter when they are just beginning to use GUI testing. 10 interviews that were not
included in the study have already been conducted and transcribed, and the first stage of coding
the interviews has already been completed, but they were not included in the analysis presented
in this thesis because the participants tended to focus on issues with specific tools. Additionally,
many of these participants reported that they only put a low amount of effort into learning how to
use specific GUI testing tools and had largely given up the practice – which makes the interviews
less useful from the perspective of how people actually use GUI tests, but interesting in their
own right in terms of why people give up on GUI testing. Further analysis of these interviews
should be done in order to see if a set of key issues are likely to cause developers and testers to
give up on GUI testing entirely, as this result would be useful in the creation of future generation
of testing tools. Additionally, further interviews could be conducted to focus on these issues
specifically, which could conceivably branch out into a large research area in its own right. From
the mappings presented in Chapter Five, this topic has not been previously explored and could be
useful.
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The second thing to come out of the interview studies was the centrality of maintenance
to GUI testing efforts. However, few studies have attempted to quantify just how much time is
consumed by test maintenance. In [28], it was briefly mentioned that the team determined that
about one hour of maintenance per test case was required, but this was not measured in a
controlled fashion. In [24] and [33], authors determine that it is feasible to repair broken GUI test
cases, but do not provide recommendations for performing test maintenance or for reducing the
likelihood or cost of maintenance. Future work should be done in order to follow up on the
results of [24] in terms of determining the root cause of GUI test case failures, including
determining whether the root causes are the same between desktop, web, and touch –based GUI
test failures. Additionally, confounding factors that can impact the difficulty of repairing a suite
of broken GUI tests should also be explored. This could be done either using controlled
regression studies, as in [24] and [33], or by actually performing an evaluation with a real team
in industry as development of a product progresses.
Relatedly, the impact of the way a suite of GUI tests is designed and structured should
also be explored in future work – again, perhaps through a case study done with an industry
partner. Many researchers have previously proposed ways of structuring GUIs to improve
testability, but, so far as I am aware, no prior work has looked into ways of structuring GUI test
suites to improve maintainability. In [44], a three-tier structure for GUI test suites was proposed,
but this approach is only superficially related to the one presented in Chapter Four – the authors
there are separating concerns in a test script in order to make it easier for goal-directed AI
systems to perform automatic testing of a GUI. In Chapter Four, I propose structuring a GUI in
order to make it easier for human testers to understand and maintain a test suite, and this is the
aspect of architecture that I believe needs further study.
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8.2 Future Work on Literature Mappings
The first way the systematic mapping studies could be expanded upon would be to extend
them into full systematic literature reviews. This would be done by reading and summarizing the
entirety of papers so that the actual results and studies within papers could be compared against
each other. The purpose of this sort of study is to be able to make recommendations about how
automated GUI testing should be performed in Agile development environments in order to
achieve specific benefits – something that can’t be done based on the results of a systematic
mapping study alone due the limited amount of information provided in the paper abstracts.
Further, as mentioned earlier, it would make sense to find ways of including more
practitioner-oriented sources in future meta-analyses. The obvious way to achieve this would be
to find ways of including blogs, technical books, and other non- peer-reviewed sources in a
meta-analysis. However, this raises issues with comparisons between these sources. Obviously,
the level of rigor in a blog post is not comparable to the level of rigor in a peer-reviewed
academic publication, so it would be difficult to figure out ways of legitimately comparing
results across the two domains. Further, work would need to be done in order to establish
inclusion criteria for non- peer-reviewed sources based on at least the level of detail with which
they describe the problem they are facing, the way in which the solutions they propose are
described or evaluated, or perhaps even the way the online community responds to their ideas via
upvotes, reblogging, online review articles for published books, or other sharing and rating
mechanisms. So, while it would be helpful to find ways of including more practitioner-oriented
sources in future mappings and reviews, quite a bit of work might need to go into figuring out
how to actually construct inclusion and exclusion criteria for collecting sources, or how to
actually analyze the resulting set of articles.
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One other way of getting a more complete view of the state of practice in automated GUI
testing would be to perform a survey of all tools that can be used for this purpose. Comparing the
features available in these tools would be useful in that it would allow inferences to be made
about whether techniques proposed in academic publications are actually making it into use in
industry. If, for example, commercial GUI testing tools support model-based testing, or specific
types of models, this would be encouraging, as model-based testing makes up a very large
fraction of research into GUI testing. If, on the other hand, very few commercial tools offer this
functionality, which has been undergoing active research for many years, this might imply that
this research is not aligning with the needs of practitioners in an immediate sense. This could
also be done from the other direction: academic teams that built GUI testing tools for their
research could be contacted and asked for information about their tools – specifically, how many
times the tools have been downloaded, how many times they have been contacted about the tools
by people using them in industry, if they are aware of how many users their tools have, etc. Both
approaches would allow a fuller understanding of the flow of ideas between academic and
practitioner domains in the field of automated GUI testing.
8.3 Future Work on UITDD
The first loose end in the UITDD studies that needs to be tied up is including more
participants and conducting a longer-duration experiment session. Ideally, a long-term case study
should be used to evaluate the way in which UITDD is used during the course of an actual
software development project in industry. This would primarily verify that the approach works
outside a laboratory setting, but would also allow a greater number of participants to be observed
over a longer term, thereby allowing more thorough collection of results.
The approach to UITDD proposed in this dissertation also focuses on low-fidelity
prototypes and high-fidelity prototypes. These prototypes are discussed in terms of throwaway
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prototyping – an approach where every prototype is discarded after it is used for usability
evaluations and potentially to create GUI tests. Mixed-fidelity prototypes – combinations of
hand-drawn placeholders and actual working widgets – weren’t investigated. This type of
prototype is specifically quite interesting in that it could be used to gradually evolve a rough
prototype into the finished, working GUI instead of throwing out the prototype and essentially
reimplementing the GUI based on the prototype. This would overcome one difficulty I foresee
with the approach to UITDD: that there is a leap between the tests running against the prototype
and then running on a completely separate GUI. By slowly evolving the prototype from a rough
drawing into a polished UI, the amount of effort involved in maintaining the tests created for
UITDD might be reduced.
Further, this approach to UITDD should be evaluated on applications for GUI paradigms
besides traditional desktop and web applications – for touch-based applications, including those
for phones and tablets, and for touchless interfaces, including those implemented for the Kinect
sensor. This is possible given the creation of prototyping tools geared towards these domains,
including the successor to ActiveStory: Enhanced, ProtoActive [75].
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Chapter Nine: Conclusions
The main goal of this thesis was to determine if Agile methodologies and automated GUI
testing are compatible. I investigated this topic from a number of perspectives, starting with an
interview study of people who regularly use automated GUI tests as part of their development
process. I then performed systematic mapping studies of GUI testing and testing in Agile
development environments which were published in peer-reviewed venues to see how well the
results of the interviews I conducted correlated with established literature. By looking at areas
where GUI testing and testing in Agile development environments were not well-aligned, I
decided to determine if the two domains could be unified by designing and evaluating an
approach to TDD of GUI-based applications.
In the interview study conducted in Chapter Four, I conducted semi-structured interviews
to determine how automated GUI tests are currently used in practice, what issues its users
encounter, and what best practices they have discovered in order to overcome these issues. The
main uses I found were unsurprising from an Agile perspective: focus was placed on using
automated GUI tests for regression testing and for acceptance testing. Study participants did not
use a test-first approach to GUI testing or even mention it as a goal. Rather, participants were
concerned mainly with issues of test evolution and test suite architecture. Evolution of the
system under test was a major concern in that it would necessitate test suite maintenance, which
was seen as a major, unwelcome cost. In order to overcome issues with maintenance, the
participants mostly recommended nurturing the understanding that test maintenance is a part of
ongoing development, aggressively refactoring test code, and understanding that the maintenance
overhead of some tests may not be worthwhile. Architecture of the suite of GUI tests was also a
major concern in that popular GUI testing tools will encourage GUI tests to be structured in a
very naïve format, making it possible and likely for relatively innocuous changes to the GUI
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under test to cause failures in a large number of tests, necessitating a large maintenance
overhead. In order to prevent this cost, interview participants recommended that test suites be
refactored towards a multi-tier architecture separating the user stories demonstrated by tests from
an intermediate layer containing the logic of interactions from a layer of basic interaction with
widgets in the GUI. Additionally, due to the fact that 10 of our original participants gave up on
GUI testing within a short period of time, it’s clear that the basic adoption of automated GUI
testing as part of a software engineering effort needs additional focus. Many themes uncovered
in these interviews resonated with the results of other studies – both in this thesis and in related
work.
In the first two systematic mapping studies I describe in Chapter Five, testing in Agile
development environments was investigated from the perspective of peer-reviewed publications.
From looking at the topics discussed in these publications, TDD was the main focus of this
subject area. However, the participants in the interview study did not indicate that TDD was
something they practiced, nor that they had considered it, leading me to conclude that TDD is an
area in which further research is necessary for automated GUI testing to be compatible with
testing in Agile development environments. The mappings did indicate that test maintenance was
an area of difficulty, but papers did not explicitly discuss techniques for facilitating test
maintenance. Instead, publications focused on improving issues like test quality or adoption of
Agile testing, demonstrating that there may be a disconnect with the topics related to Agile
testing discussed in this published literature and the way practitioners actually use GUI tests.
Architecture was not discussed in the set of papers used for the systematic mappings of testing in
Agile development environments, however. Finally, adoption of Agile testing practices occurred
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repeatedly as an issue of concern in these studies, which correlates with adoption being a
problem in the interview study.
In the third systematic mapping study described in Chapter Five, GUI testing was
investigated in terms of topics discussed in peer-reviewed publications, just as Agile testing was
investigated. Based on the results of this study, GUI testing research is mostly focused around
use of model-based testing and automatic test suite generation – neither of which was discussed
in any of the previous studies. In the studies discussed previously, testing focused mainly around
regression testing, acceptance testing, and TDD – model-based testing and automatic test
generation were not discussed within the publications on testing in Agile development
environments. Again, this shows that each field is centered around different topics at present. I
chose to join these fields of research through, again, investigating how automated GUI tests can
be created as part of a TDD workflow. The GUI testing study did, however, show that
maintenance was a concern in about 10% of the GUI testing papers surveyed, indicating that this
might be another potential vehicle for the integration of automated GUI testing and testing in
Agile development environments. As with testing in Agile development environments, test suite
architecture also did not occur in the GUI testing study, indicating, based on the interview study,
that it may be an area in which both fields can be improved.
Based on the findings of the previous 4 studies, two further studies were conducted on a
novel approach to TDD of GUI-based applications and presented in Chapter Six. In the first
study, a basic approach to the use of low-fidelity prototypes as a basis for creating tests for use in
subsequent development of a GUI was proposed and a proof-of-concept that the technique was
plausible was presented. Following this, a pilot evaluation was conducted in which participants
were provided with low-fidelity prototypes and GUI tests and asked to complete demonstration
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of 4 features in a sample application. Based on observations conducted during this study, a
workflow for how GUI tests were incorporated into a development process was presented. This
workflow correlates with existing literature, demonstrating that this novel approach to UITDD is
consistent with the needs of practitioners. Further, participants indicated through written surveys
that they found UITDD useful and would be interested in applying it to their own projects,
demonstrating that the approach has merit in practice.
Overall, this dissertation presents the results of 6 novel studies that demonstrate areas in
which automated GUI testing and testing in Agile development environments are compatible –
something that has not previously been reported. Further, this study provides a pilot evaluation of
a technique that could feasibly integrate GUI testing into an Agile development process, which
fulfills the primary goal listed at the beginning of this dissertation. Further, these studies fulfill
the secondary goal of this thesis by identifying a plan for future work: additional research is
needed in the areas of test suite maintenance and test suite architecture in order to better integrate
automated GUI testing and testing in Agile development environments, and further research is
needed for how to get people to adopt these testing practices in the first place.
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